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ABSTRACT:

A technique is outlined by which a normal time-shared
operating system may be modified to permit concurrent
processing of time-synchronous data sampling operations
in real time and the more typical tine-insensitive
functions of other user processes on that system.

Guidance is given regarding the implementation of such
a proposal and it is discussed in relation to the UNIX
operating system, on which it has been demonstrated.

It is pointed out that concurrent processing of a
multi-user time-shared system and a single-user time-
synchronous sampling routine offers a more efficient
use of the computer processor, when real time sampling
must be undertaken, while still offering a service to
other users. Such a scheme may be an attractive
alternative to implementing a full-scale Real Time
Operating System for the exclusive use of a very
limited sampling operation.

Applications for such a technique in the field of
observational astronomical research are briefly
reviewed, and current ad hoc software criticised.
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A NOTE CONCERNING TERMINOLOGY:

This work discusses Computer Assisted Data Aquisition
in Real Time. The term 'real time' is used widely and
frequently by various authors. It is applied to a
variety of situations, so much so in fact that it has
become a rather ambiguous term.

There was a time when 'real time' and 'interactive'
were virtually synonymous. We would term this as
merely 'fast response' computing. Perhaps a better
reference might be the term 'time dependent'; used here
with particular regard to the 'current time of day'
(however that may be defined) as measured by the
computer as part of its contact with the outside world.

Herein sequences of events (instructions) are divided
into those which are 'independent of time' and those
which are time dependent. Those of the latter which are
required to take effect at given 'times' (here at
regular intervals) are termed 'realtime', and the
program involved is called the 'realtime routine'.
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PART(1): CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUES.
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INTRODUCTION:

The assigned objective for this work was that of
developing software for a computer automated data
acquisition application suitable for use in
astronomical work, although by no means limited to this
purpose .

Automated data logging, as such, is not new, but it is
felt that the procedures generally adopted could be
greatly improved.

The prime task has been to enable high speed data
sampling, specifically at rates of up to 1 kHz
(although potentially at rates up to 10 kHz) in a
manner which is both (1) flexible and easy to use and
(2) sufficiently powerful to be able to undertake such
observations without serious degradation of service,
should some parts of the facility 'crash', while (3)
maintaining concurrent processing of time-independent
processes on the UNIX system.

THE PROBLEM:

Experience with some present day astronomical
arrangements for computer assisted data acquisition has
revealed several severe deficiencies in the nature of
the software used for such applications. These are
namely:-

(1): the control program for the operations was not
specifically designed to function in real time, it
operates effectively so precisely because:
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(2): the control program is usually the only user
program loaded into the machine.

(3): the control program is either:
(a) completely sequential with absolutely no

flexibility, or
(b) so highly interactive that the operator

takes most of the decisions concerning the sequence of
operations and the whole process runs at the speed of
the operator.

(4): because the computer is loaded with only one
program (running in what is effectively 'real time by
default') there is no facility for doing any
simultaneous work on other subjects using that
computer. This is especially impractical in case 3(b)
when it is taken to its extreme, and to a lesser extent
in case 3(a).

From these initial general points a number of specific
criticisms may be made:-

(1): The control terminal is effectively 'dedicated'
to the program, as it is regularly used for output,
thereby not permitting it to be used for some other
work, if required.

(2): This is of little consequence, as there is only
one program running. If there were facilities for
time-sharing of processes then the terminal would
probably still be dedicated and the control program
would, in all probability, not be operating in true
real time (unless specifically designed to do so) as it
would be competing for the machine in a time-sharing
sys t em.

(3): In either situation, operating case 3(b)
requires, in addition, a 'dedicated user' to select the
tasks to be performed next.

We see therefore, that
computer facilities the
rudimentary, even to the

in establishments offering
software may be extremely
extent of an entire computer
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being 'dedicated' to a single data-producing apparatus
- a highly inefficient application for such a powerful
(and expensive) piece of hardware.

How, then, could this situation be improved ? Any
problem involving real time work has the inherent
difficulty of having to operate with a definite sense
of 'the current time', and in astronomical applications
a great deal of the data acquisition is of this nature.
Consequently a simple time-sharing operating system for
multiple 'simultaneous' processes is, by itself, not
adequate. It does, however, offer the basic
requirement of using the costly computer more
efficiently, by executing many requests at the same
t ime.

Time shared operating systems are ideal for management
of file systems and concurrent processing of many jobs
— they do not, however, enable any given process to run
at any given 'time', nor indeed do processes running on
such an operating system have any physical sense of
elapsed time because when they are NOT running they are
effectively 'frozen' in time, restarting again when it
is their turn to run once more. Clearly a time shared
operating system is not capable of running a real time
program.

Such an operating system does offer an ideal basis from
which to build a 'hybrid' operating system capable of
effective, although somewhat limited, real time work;
while offering the quite considerable file system, data
analysis and program development facilities of the more
conventional applications of computers.

The task of this project is to develop and implement
one possible method of adapting a conventional time
shared operating system, in this case UNIX, to enable
single-user real time work to be carried out along with
the more general time shared jobs.
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ONE METHOD OF SOLUTION:

To attempt to improve items 3(a), 3(b) and the
dedicated nature of both the computer and the control
terminal to the task of physically collecting and
storing the data items the following strategy has been
adopted:-

(1): It is assumed, initially, that the basic format
of the incoming data is relatively fixed - that is, it
follows a cyclic pattern of events - although provision
is made for several possible formats ('modes' of
operation), which are user-selectable (and to some
extent user-definable.) .

(2): The acts of acquisition and storage are
completely automated in such a way that once set up by
the user, at his terminal, he may use that terminal for
another purpose, or indeed logoff, wit hout interfering
adversely with the process of data collection.

(3): The real time routine, for the acquisition and
storage of data must also be under the complete control
of the user (and NOT the other way around !), in an
interactive manner, while still being compatible with
requirement (2).

(4): As a consequence of requirement (2) the
collection/storage routine must be capable of
autonomously reacting to changes in the state of any of
the devices which it is manipulating (eg a crashing
disk) in a controlled manner, offering a back-up
service to the user, while it takes action to attempt
to recover from such a fault; and failing recovery it
must be capable of closing itself down in such a way as
to minimise the loss of information regarding the
nature of the fault.

(5): The real time routine should be capable of
supplying some degree of instant summary of the latest
data for the user, should he desire to use his terminal
for data monitoring - a "quick look" facility.

Such flexibility can be achieved by totally separating
the functions of acquisition/bulk storage from data
analysis and presentation in such a way that there is
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the maximum degree of interaction for control of the
sampling procedure, when necessary, and yet maximum
freedom when running normally.

To do this it was decided to split the operations and
write the real time routine in such a way that it 'ran
on the machine', while the on-line
analysis/presentation and control functions are carried
out by a 'user' process actually running on the UNIX
operating system - with interlocking communications
links provided between the two sections.
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IMPLEMENTATION PHILOSOPHY:

Several methods of achieving the stated objectives
were considered. Although different in detail, they
have in common the desire to offer facilities for a

single real time user concurrent with normal UNIX
operation, with the minimum modification to the UNIX
operating system. This should be done by separating the
two areas of operations in such a way that UNIX does
not know of the existence of the real time user.

In this way the UNIX users, who have no concept of the
current 'time', are run by the UNIX system when the
machine is not busy executing a real time operation.

The options considered were:-

(1): Tampering with the source code of the UNIX
operating system in such a way as to mislead it
concerning the amount of core store, effectively
creating a partition in the core, isolating a small
area from access by the UNIX system. This solution
offered the advantage that it required only the
modification of a few lines of the source code to

reduce the addressable area used by the system for its
'free-list'. The free-list is the contiguous area of
core made available to the syst em scheduler for
purposes of swapping users programs in and out of the
core. The software for the real time work obviously
cannot be written into part of this volatile area, as
it is in constant peril, as it may be over-written (and
lost) by the UNIX scheduler (which does not know of its
existence). Artificially isolating an area from the
free-list, therefore, ensures its protection against
such a danger.

Although quite attractive this solution has several
disadvantages which prevent its adoption. These
concern, primarily, addressing to and from the hidden
routine. As a direct consequence of it being excluded
from the UNIX free-list its position in core will not
be known to the operating system, and so the usual
method of addressing will not work because the User
Space Page Registers cannot be used (they dont know
where to point !). Direct addressing with octal
constants to access the routine and thereafter the
device registers it manipulates , is necessary and this
cannot be done by a 'user' program running on the UNIX
system unless the Memory Management unit for virtual
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addressing is turned off - s ome th ing a 'user' on UNIX
cannot do. Such control of the machine can only be
undertaken by the operating system running in Kernel
mode (a privileged mode not extended to users).

Such an arrangement presents difficulties in terms of
user communication (for control and monitoring
purposes) with the real time acquisition routine which,
although not ur.s urmount ab le , undermine an otherwise
attractive solution to the problem.

(2): A more elegant technique would be to 'build' the
real time section into the operating system itself,
conforming to the structure of that system, yet
extending its facilities to cater for the new

requirement. Such a location for the real time routine
thereby automatically permits easy addressing, using
the system facilities, and also has the advantage that
the routine operates as part of (rather than external
to) the operating system, doing so in Kernel mode, with
complete control over the machine, with complete access
to the various device registers 'from on the inside',
rather than by 'devious' means from somewhere up the
UNIBUS out of sight of the system !

To insert the routine into the structure of the

operating system it has been written as an interrupt
handler, to intercept and service interrupts related to
the process of data acquisition. These interrupts
would, in a full realisation of this application be
both timing and control signals and any instrument
responses and requests for service; but in this project
the emphasis is on development of control software,
rather than physical control of existing
instrumentation, so the only source of interrupts is
the timing signals generator, the data-production being
simulated by further software.

This may be done by either creating a new interrupt
handler and planting the required entry linkage at the
interrupt vector, or by attaching the new section to an
existing interrupt routine - in this case the clock
handler for the UNIX timing signals.

The real time routine, so located, would be self
contained with its own buffering for data manipulation
before bulk storage and/or transmission to the users
terminal (making it independent of the operating
systems own buffer pool, with its own communications
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characteristics). To further this desire for a minimum
of dependence on UNIX for its operations it has also
been provided with its own disk drive control
interface, used for bulk storage, which is structured
to meet the particular needs of such real time work
(rather than employing the more generalised disk
handler which is part of UNIX itself).

Having completely separated the truly real time
operations from the more conventional control and
monitoring functions, which are carried out in a pseudo
real time environment, we have complete freedom
regarding the structure and location of this section.
The only compulsory requirement being that it provides
a suitable interface to the real time section, obeying
the protocol of the communications link between the
two .

The control and monitoring programs, being in UNIX's
'user space' as normal user processes, are restricted
in the same fashion as all the other user jobs (due to
the systems desire to protect itself and the machine
from illegal or irresponsible acts by its users).
Consequently the control process cannot communicate
directly with the real time routine, as this has been
placed in 'Kernel (protected) space' as part of the
operating system.

Briefly, if a UNIX user process wishes to perform an
operation on a device register, or execute a privileged
instruction (such as a BUS RESET, say) it asks the
operating system to do it, and if the system is
permitted to do so it will execute that instruction on
its users behalf, otherwise it will reject that
command. In this manner the system controls all the
devices for its users. To provide access to the system
by its users the operating system offers 'system calls'
which are special system routines, in Kernel space (and
hence capable of unrestricted access to the machine),
but which are accessable from user space, being called
by the user when he wishes to perform any such
operation (eg an I/O to disk) that these routines are
capable of executing.

To provide a communications link between the control
process and the real time routine several new system
calls have been added to the operating system. One of
these provides the necessary access to the control
variables within the routine for the 'remote' user
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(operating in a different address space) to control the
functions executed by the sample routine. In this way
too, the quick look data is transfered from its Kernel
space buffers to the monitor process (which as a user
process is swapped about in the core, as necessary, by
the UNIX scheduler) to be processed and displayed on
the terminal.

These new system calls are conceptually deceptively
trivial, yet provide all the facilities required. The
first, LOAD (x,y,z), enables the user to examine the
contents of location 'x' offset by 'y', which is an
address in kernel space, and the result is placed in
the address given by *z', in user space. A second,
STORE (a,b,c), permits a given value 'c' (which may be
either a constant or an address) to be deposited into
location 'a' offset by ' b ' , which is again one in
kernel space. In addition we have POINT (s,v), which
enables the user to change the contents of switch ' s '
to point with vector 'v' to a new entry point; both the
switch and the entry point being in kernel space. To
permit the user to examine the current vector in a
given switch there is ADDRESS (s,l), which copies the
contents of the specified kernel location ' s ' (a
switch) into the user space location given by address
'1'. These basic functions, when incorporated into the
users program are sufficient to enable him to control
the various selectable routes within the 'inaccessable'
real time section and to carry out the necessary
synchronising 'handshakes' while transfering data
between the two sections.
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THE HARDWARE:

Although it is obviously desirable that all the
software be as ma chine-indep end ent as possible this
ideal is seldom realised, so very little software is
even remotely portable. The software in this project is
no exception. It is written as a limited exercise to
demonstrate a predetermined concept, and as such it is
not envisaged that it will (in this implementation of
that concept, at least) be widely used in practice.
This software is, therefore, tailored to suit the
peculiarities of a DEC PDP-11/40 and to some extent
the UNIX operating system. The concept, as such, is
fairly universal, it is merely illustrated on the
PDP-11 .

The PDP-11 consists of a processor (CPU) and a variety
of peripherals (ie anything which is not the processor)
connected to it via a UNIBUS communications link. As
the various processors are compatible an installation
may upgrade its system merely by replacing this unit.
The larger PDP-11 processors are described in the DEC
publication "The FDP-11 Processor Handbook". A brief
review of the features of the PDP-11/40 will now be
given, with emphasis being given mainly to the features
which are peculiar to the PDP-ll's, and those which
offer advantages to the project at hand.

The PDP-11/40 processor has a 16 bit (2 byte) word and
it is both byte and word oriented. There are eight
general registers, six of which are freely available,
one is used as the Stack pointer (sp) and the other as
the Program counter (pc). The Processor Status register
(ps) is at the very top of the UNIBUS. The 11/40
processor has two modes of operation: 'user' and
'kernel', which differ only in that the user mode
instruction set is a subset of that available in kernel
mode. It is the job of the operating system to take
advantage of this fact to safeguard its operations. The
ps holds all the information required to implement the
various instructions; containing such information as
the sign of the result of the last operation, overflow
conditions and such like. In addition it has a 3-bit

priority code which marks the priority at which the
processor may be interupted. The 'current' and
'previous' modes are also recorded in the ps. The ps
and the pc together provide enough information to
permit a process to be interrupted and then restarted
at a later date.
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In addition there are two sets of eight 'Page
Registers', each of which comprises a Page Descriptor
and a Page Address Register (both of 16-bits). The
kernel mode Page Registers are initialised (by the UNIX
system) when starting up and are fixed thereafter
(except in the case of KPAR-6). The user mode Page
Registers are relatively volatile, their contents being
determined by their process allocation and swapping
activities. The page register set is selected by the
'current mode' bits in the ps and the appropriate
register is then selected by the top 3 bits of the
16-bit address field.

All programed addresses are 16 bits long, the top three
of which give the page register containing a base
offset. The UNIBUS, however, has an 18-bit address
field. Mapping of logical to physical addresses is done
by the Memory Management Unit (KT-11). This is a
hardware module which is placed between the processor
and the UNIBUS. When enabled it intercepts all
addresses and interprets them to form the required
18-bit addresses. In this way it is possible to have
256 kbytes of addressable locations with only a 16-bit
address field in the instructions. In practice however
it is possible to address only those locations to which
physical core extends - in our case 96 kbytes (with
KT-11). If the Memory Management is disabled then all
programed addresses are treated as physical addresses
and only 64 kbytes of addressable memory is available,
even if the phj'ical core exceeds this size.

The Memory Management Unit, like any other device on
the UNIBUS (other than the processor itself) is
controlled via its own device registers. These special
registers are clustered in an 8 kbyte area at the very
top of the UNIBUS, but they are actually situated
within the devices they serve.

As each device is directly addressable on the UNIBUS
the control of such devices is made particularly simple
because the same instructions which manipulate core
locations can be used to adjust the device registers. A
complete map of such register addresses may be found in
the "PDP-11 Peripherals Handbook".

It is potentially possible for any device to gain
mastership of the UNIBUS, thereby enabling bi¬
directional raw data transfer from device to device,
without requiring the processor to supervise the
operation. This facility would be very useful in cases
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where large quantities of data heed to be moved
regularly - such as to refresh a graphics terminal.
Such transfers are called Non-Processor Requests and
are executed by 'stealing' cycles on the UNIBUS, so
carrying a high request priority.

All communication is via the UNIBUS and takes the form
of an interlocking handshake surrounding the transfer
(which may pass data). One device is always the bus
'master' and the other the 'slave'. In any
communications involving the processor this is the
master. All bus operations take place asynchronously,
so all devices operate at their maximum speed. The
UNIBUS itself operates at 5 Mbytes per second. To gain
mastership of the bus the device sends a BUS REQUEST
signal down one of five priority sorted lines in the
'control' section of the UNIBUS to the processor. All
such requests are intercepted by a hardware Arbitrator
which selects the highest priority request prevailing
at that time and sends it a signal informing it that it
has been selected to use the bus next. That device then
asserts its mastership and selects its slave device
(which must respond, otherwise a timeout will occur and
the assertion of mastership is void). Because the
travel time for any signals on the UNIBUS depend upon
the length of bus traversed it is not possible for the
mas ter to predict how long it mus t wait for a response
signal from the slave. The timeout is of the order of
70 nsecs .

On the PDP-11/40 all peripherals interrupt the
processor with the INTR signal and once selected send
an address down the data lines of the UNIBUS. The

processor jumps to this address, which is always in the
low core, at which it finds a new ps and pc. It
automatically saves the old ps and pc and then jumps to
the address indicated in the new pc - which is the
start of the appropriate service routine for that
device. It is obvious that interrupts may be nested in
this way. This technique is particularly well suited to
real time operations as it does not include a time-
was ting device polling loop to find the source of a
'general interrupt'. We will return to this point in a
later section.
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THE SOFTWARE:

The major disadvantage of splitting the task into two
sections, one of which is embedded in the fabric of the
operating system, is that the section which is least
accessable and the most difficult to modify, is the
very section which is so extremely complicated because
of its high degree of independence from the operating
system within which it resides and by it being forced
to be capable of autonomously taking action in response
to unexpected events. Consequently the majority of the
time dedicated to the development of the programs was
concerned with this section.

The real time nature of the operation is not 'driven'
by random interrupt signals fron one (or more) of a
variety of external devices as it would be in a more
general real time operating system, but in this limited
exercise, from a source of timing signals used to
control the sampling in a 'programed' manner. The
various methods of actually using such control signals
will be discussed in greater detail later. It is
sufficient, at this point, to note that the only source
of interrupts causing entry to the real time routine is
a regular timing signal.

The best location of the timer, and the methods
available for evaluating the current 'time' will also
be left until a later discussion; it will merely be
assumed that the signal from the timer will cause
processor control to be passed to an interrupt vector,
in low core, which then points to the entry location of
the real time routine.

When starting to design the structure of the routine
the question of the choice of the most appropriate
(available) language was carefully considered. On UNIX
there is a form of Fortran, a version of BASIC, UNIX's
own 'C and its (modified) version of the DEC PDP-11
Assembler language (PAL-11). Having separated the
strictly real time software almost totally from the
non-real-time control and display section it enabled
each part of the project to be written completely
separately (but not completely independently !), in the
language most suited to its requirements.

The manner in which responsibility has been delegated
between the two sections of the software serves to

emphasise the very different tasks each performs, and
indeed the fundamental reasons for inducing the
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separation of functions.

It was at such an early stage of planning that the
choice of appropriate languages was (albeit
subconsciously) influenced.

The real time routine, by its very nature, runs in
'real time' (or as near so as is possible on a
sophisticated operating system), it performs all the
operations which are time-critical; such as sampling
data-producing devices, taking the initiative in
handshake gestures and management of disk functions,
swapping buffers and permitting user-requested changes
to take effect only when safe to do so. It is entered
at every interrupt from its control timer which, at its
maximum rate of sampling would be once every 100
microseconds, say, so it MUST be implemented
efficiently so as to perform its operations as quickly
as possible with the least degree of 'unnecessary' work
being executed each time the routine is entered.

As this routine required strict access to various parts
of the underlying machine it immediately ruled out both
Fortran and BASIC because neither language runs 'on the
c ompu t er' but on the resident operating system. Other
points ruled against these options too, but obviously
these were secondary considerations. Of the two
remaining alternatives 'C' offers the very attractive
features of a highly structured high-level systems
language, and at first glance is preferable to
Assembler if only for ease of programing. It is capable
of directly controlling the computer, indeed the
majority of UNIX is itself written in C, yet when
examined in more detail it presented several drawbacks
which forced it to be rejected. The primary reason for
this being that for work in which timing is crucial
some of the statements are hopelessly inefficient. The
particular case here being the C 'switch' statement,
which is implemented in the form of a 'case' option,
as used in the form of a parameterised branch request.
To use this to select one of several entry points
within the routine would involve many completely
useless instructions constantly testing unwanted
options - each of which wastes priceless microseconds
of time.

There are two reasons for this rigid restriction on the
time spent within the realtime routine. The first, and
more trivial, being that if the routine is so extremely
inefficient that it cannot process one interrupt before
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the next arrives then it is of little real use. The
second reason, which assumes that the real time routine
is perfectly capable of completing its own operations
in the time between its interrupts, concerns the time
between the end of the real time routines service and
the occurrence of the next interrupt. This time is to
be used profit ably for normal time shared operations
for other users, and indeed for the real time users own
control program, so it is obvious that the amount of
time available to non-real-time operations should be
maximis ed.

As an alternative to the C switch option there only
remains the elementary 'goto' statement and
unfortunately this is a branch to a 'label', with no
permitted degree of indirection, so one goto
instruction could not have a parameterised destination.
Using goto's in an indexed table is also of little use
because the index value has to be calculated each time.

It was realised at this stage that the stringent
restrictions which had been self-imposed had forced the
use of Assembler for the real time routine, if these
restrictions were to be maintained. Fortunately a
suitably efficient method of implementing such a
transfer of processor control can be formed using the
instructions within the Assembler repertoire, as will
be shown below.

Having settled the question of the language for the
fast, machine-oriented section of the project the
options were still open regarding the writing of the
control and display part.

Here timing is of little consequence, although
obviously a faster piece of code is better than a slow
one. This whole section of the software is designed to
operate for the benefit of the user, at his speed; a
millisecond here or there is irrelevant. Consequently,
to program it in Assembler would be pointless, indeed
self-defeating as this kind of programing is best done
in a high-level language. Of the alternatives BASIC was

rejected, ironically, because it is too slow! BASIC is
an interpretive language which compiles each statement
before executing it; thus a loop is compiled as many
times as it is executed, and common sense ruled against
it. Fortran, although better than BASIC in this
respect, is just not capable of performing the tasks
envisaged in this part of the program. Clearly the UNIX
language of 'C' was the only sensible choice because it
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is tailored to the operating system in the sense that
it has access to the powerful 'system calls' (which
Fortran and BASIC do not have, unless their compilers
are extended) of the operating system.

UNIX Assembler (which is virtually identical to PDP-11
Assembler) would be used for the real time routine,
housed within UNIX, and UNIX's C for the applications
section, as a user process running on UNIX.

From the point of entry to the real time routine, as
indicated by the Interrupt Vector, to the moment the
routine relinquishes its control of the processor the
processor priority is lifted to level 7, the maximum
priority, to prevent interruption by another, less
important request for service (including the timing
signals themselves, on level 6); so the routine must
not be capable of becoming caught in a loop, or in an
indefinite wait (deadlock), otherwise it would never
release its control of the processor. Similarly,
because it is running in Kernel mode, it has complete
freedom of access to the machine, so it must not be
written in such a way that it leaves the machine in
such a state that the UNIX operating system is unaware
of the machine's true status. A great responsibility,
therefore, rests on the real time routine (and so its
author) to ensure that it is essentially 'foolproof',
as it operates outwith the control of the operating
sys t em.

Within the real time routine are all the sequences of
instructions, in assembler, required to carry out its
various operations. Obviously the processor is not
going to execute exactly the same sequence each time it
enters the routine, the control being directed as
necessary around the various sections of the code by
the use of special flow-control locations, 'vectored
switches', say, some of which are accessible to the
user. These switches are implemented as a jump
instruction with one . level of indirection; the address
of the desired entry point being stored as the contents
of the switch location. The flow of control within the
routine is, therefore, carried out using the same
statements each time, the locations arrived at,
however, being different, depending on the current
contents of the relevant switch. In this way the
absolute minimum of time is wasted in reaching the
appropriate sequence of instructions; it taking only
one instruction (the least possible!) with about 4
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microseconds execution time.

As there are several such 'vectored switches' each time
the processor runs thru the real time routine the
effects of any redundant tests are magnified, so it is
considered that this solution to the problem of such
f1ow-control is so efficient that it outweighs the
inherent problems of assembler programing. It is
therefore fortunate that once written and fully tested
the assembler section is not likely to be modified
regularly, as this involves recompiling the operating
system itself, of which it is a part. It is hoped that
any changes in the use of the real time section may be
effected by 'controlling' the flow from the users
terminal by modifying the existing software at that end
of the interface. The interface between the two

sections must, then, be sufficiently flexible, in order
to permit such on-line alterations.

(1): THE REAL TIME ROUTINE:

This section resembles an operating system, rather than
a user program, as it operates in a similar manner,
controlling devices for input and output, buffering of
the data and inter-process protected communications.

It has been written so as to be as independent of UNIX
as possible. The realtime routine, therefore, acts
autonomously and is conceptually a separate processor.
This virtual processor for the single-user realtime
operations is invisible to UNIX. It would be possible,
therefore, (with only minor alterations) to use a real
microprocessor to control such acquisition devices,
acting as a front-end to the main processor, on which
the user runs the highly flexible control program. Such
a realisation offers many advantages. The highly
dedicated microprocessor controls the acquisition. The
host multi-purpose computer provides the desired degree
of flexibility and control and then presents the data
for analysis. The microprocessor would then be a

peripheral to the computer, and would be controlled via
an appropriate set of interface registers. As the same
limitations would still apply the two processors could
really run concurrently while remaining interlocked.
This method of simulating the acquisition permits the
UNIX system to be used with the minimum of alteration.

The flow of control within the disk management sequence
is typical of the philosophy employed thruout the
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realtime routine. This is, simply: if the next
important instruction involves any 'wait time' then the
processor is moved on to another section of the
routine.

At this stage it is necessary to explain how UNIX
manipulates the disk controller. This is because
although the realtime routine autonomously initiates a
transfer of data to the disk the controllers responses
(ie the 'transfer complete' interrupt) will be directed
towards UNIX, unless action is taken to prevent this.
UNIX, which knows nothing of this source of command,
would not be expecting a 'transfer complete' message
from the disk, so to prevent an error condition arising
these messages must be prevented. When a disk drive
unit has completed its operation it informs its control
unit of this fact. If it has been enabled to do so the
disk controller will send an interrupt to the
processor.

One possible way of suppressing these interrupts would
be to alter the UNIX disk handling routine to tell it
to ignore these interrupts, but this becomes somewhat
complicated because it must know which disk the to -be-
ignored interrupts come from, and also to ignore them
only when the realtime routine is using that disk. A
much simpler method would be to disable the interrupts
from that disk, and let the realtime routine run it
under program control. Unfortunately to turn off
interrupts from one of the disks means disabling them
all, as they all use the same RK-11 controller. As we
shall see later a compromise was reached; the disk used
for data is handled under program control, but the
interrupts are not disabled - a method having been
devised to intercept them before they reach UNIX.
Running the data disk in this way involves some degree
of polling, but this is considered to be acceptable as
it permits the realtime routine to control that disk
completely, unseen by UNIX. The interception of its
interrupts will be discussed in Part Two, it is
sufficient to note here that it has been done without

(too much) alteration to UNIX.

To initiate a disk transfer the realtime routine first
checks that the disk controller is ready to accept a
new command. If it is then it sets up the transfer and
initiates it. It must not actively await its completion
so it resets the appropriate switch to check the
progress of the dump on the next interupt from the
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timer. If it could not attempt the transfer then it
would wait for this anyway.

These sections of the routine have strategically placed
entry points to allow successive interrupts to pick up
where the last was forced to wait. Control is passed by
the vectored switches. As there are so many such
switches it is clear that they should be made as simple
as possible. It should be apparent that such flag
waiting in realtime operations is potentially
disasterous because data is still being accumulated. A
strategy must be developed for buffering, and the
action to be taken should the number of empty buffers
become critical. This will be discussed later.

Once finally initialised the realtime operations may be
enabled. The routine will continue in that mode until
either the user commands it to alter its sequence in
some way, or until it encounters a faulty device at
which time it takes action to save as much of the

operation as possible. In the event of such an error it
will attempt to recover and continue normally, but if
the fault is too serious it will 'cut free' the faulty
device and if possible, continue with a somewhat
reduced back-up service.

The various types of error recovery will be discussed
in Part-2 which discusses the programs in greater
detail. We will now consider the control and monitoring
facilities for handling this routine's actions.
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(2): CONTROL AND MONITORING:

From the point of view of the user, sitting at his
terminal, the facility offers a wide variety of options
which may be selected by entering the appropriate
commands to his keyboard; he can, if he desires,
monitor the data being sampled by the real time
routine, assuming that he has first selected the
appropriate operating parameters and enabled it so
that it may start working.

At any time he may wish to alter either a parameter
related to the present mode, or indeed change operating
modes entirely. He may wish to have the bulk data
stored on magnetic disk (or magnetic tape, say) or he
may simply wish to have a representation of that data
displayed on his screen, or permanently recorded on
paper or tape, while the bulk data itself is discarded.
Alternatively he may wish to store all the bulk data on
disk without any sort of 'instant analysis' for his
inspect ion.

Should he be primarily interested in the fine structure
of the variations in the incoming data then it is
possible to store the data as it arrives and analyse it
in detail later, or should he be concerned with any
situations where the data arriving fails beyond certain
tolerances then it may be set up to store data only at
times when this occurs, thereby providing an 'alarm'
facility without the necessity of the production (and
storage) of masses of uninteresting output.

Such flexibility can be achieved quite elegantly and
efficiently using the techniques adopted here; which,
it is felt offers a better service not only to the real
time user, who can set up his experiment and 'relax'
while it is monitored for him by the computer, but also
to the more general users who usually find themselves
without computer facilities while such an operation is
in progress.

The easiest way to implement this wide choice of
possible requests, one or more of which may be required
to be serviced, would be by the method of 'polling the
options'. This technique is conceptually trivial, yet
quite effective; at first inspection. In principle,
each option has an associated 'flag' which is either
'up' or 'down'; should it be up then that option has
been selected and the associated sequence of code is
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executed. These flags are all assembled in a ring -
the 'main polling loop', and the processor merely runs
around the flags servicing one if it is up, otherwise
ignoring it and merely moving on to the next ... ad
infinitum. In this way all the requests are serviced,
eventually. As some things are obviously more
important than others, the basic cyclic nature of the
servicing routine has in some cases been modified and
the 'loop' changed to a 'line', which has at its start
the flag associated with the most important option and
as we move down the line we encounter less important
requests. After servicing one flag the polling starts
again at the top of the line - thereby ensuring that
the most important flag is serviced in preference to
one with a lower priority.

This process, simple in concept, is very inefficient
simply because of the disproportionate number of
instructions which are executed, quite uselessly,
polling options which are down, as the majority
probably are at any time.

This project does not offer a complete alternative to
such a method of selecting options in real time
software, but it does offer a technique which reduces
to a minimum the degree of polling of flags that is
necessary and demons trates that even the time-wasting
loops that remain can be positioned in such a way that
their effect on the speed of the real time operations
is negligible.

It is to this end that the special 'vectored switch'
was adopted within the real time routine. It becomes
apparent at this stage too why the control and display
functions were completely separated from the time-
critical operations; thereby going a considerable way
toward justifying the claim made initially that the
typical present day small-scale applications of
computer-assisted data acquisition tend not to use the
computer in the best interests of all its users.

All polling is carried out in the users control
process, running as one of several jobs on the time
shared operating system, so all the instructions of the
decision-making routines are executed in non-real time;
only when the exact nature of the command entered by
the user has been interpreted does the control process
'interrupt' the real time routine itself. This concept
was developed from the use of a minicomputer as a
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'front end' to a larger mainframe machine, which
performs much of the generally profitless
'housekeeping', interrupting the main processor only
when it has a specific task for it to perform, having
set up all the necessary communications links in
readiness. In this case there is obviously only one
computer physically present, yet conceptually there are
two. In this manner the user interface is effectively
'remote' from the main process of data acquisition.
This alternative to the 'main polling loop' concept
has, in the view of the author, greater potential and
is more efficient.

It may be true that the total time taken to process the
requested change is much the same in either case, but
it is quite obvious that the burden incurred from this
delay is greatly reduced in the alternative to a
polling loop which would have to be examined by the
real time routine when it was entered. Afterall it is

unlikely that the 'exact instant' at which the users
request is implemented has any critical effect on the
operations, so removing the timely decision and control
routines from the main operational software is
eminently justifiable.

The process which provides the interface to the user
does so via a simple command interpreter. The user
types in a command, in a suitably recognisable format,
and this is read by the interpreter which then
deciphers the command and any optional parameters
associated with it, and acts accordingly.
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(3): INTER-PROCESS LINKS;

We must now consider the necessary communications which
result from this decision to separate the
'administration' from the 'operational' work at hand.
The front-end process, having traced the particular
section of code which requires adjustment, from
interpreting what the user typed into his terminal
keyboard, is required to 'interrupt' the main sampling
routine. Here the analogy with the twin-computer
implementation of this concept breaks down: we only
have one processor, and obviously one process cannot
truly 'interrupt' another in such a way; the control
program does not know 'when' the real time routine is
running, and when this is running the other processes
cannot act because they are 'suspended'!

The 'interrupt' is implemented by the use of common
variables, which both routines can access. An obvious
use for such common locations may be (judging on past
observations) to set flags for the main routine to find
and act on ! We shall not do that here.

Having isolated the required change the control program
may actually execute that change, though only if that
change does not require the protection of a
handshake; such a change may be the setting of the
contents of one of the switch locations to cause the
real time routine (on its next entry) to be diverted
via the associated switch. A typical example of such a
change is the method in which the real time operations
are 'enabled'. One of the first instructions in the
realtime software is a vectored switch, initially set
with a pointer to the exit location from the routine,
so that when disabled, should the timing interrupts be
'on', the processor jumps in and then straight out of
the real time routine (recall that it is 'inside' an

interrupt handler). When the user is ready he types in
the command to start up the operations which causes,
amongst other things, the entry pointer to be reset to
a non-trivial location.

There are some user-requested modifications, however,
which cannot be executed autonomously by the control
program, as it has no idea of the current state of the
operational routines status. Any changes which affect
the manner in which the data is being collected or
stored cannot be implemented from the users end of the
link.
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Sources of control outwith the real time routine are

not permitted to adjust the sampling parameters as
these processes are running in 'user mode' so an
interrupt from the timer may cause the processor to run
thru the real time routine, at a time when its
parameters may be in the process of being changed. As
this is obviously undesirable the only source which is
capable of changing these parameters is the real time
routine itself, so protecting its operations.

It is the job of the "control program, in situations
such as this, to store the newly requested parameters
in a location accessible to both sections, and then to
inform the real time routine that a change of parameter
is required. This it does by writing the address of the
parameter-change code sequence, within the real time
software (by using the special new system calls to
access such a location), into the pointer location
which directs the 'is a change required' jump to the
instructions which permit the change to take effect,
the next time the timer activates the real time

routine.

At the appropriate point in the flow of control within
the real time routine there is a switch, normally set
to a default of 'no change', which diverts it on to the
next sequence in the flow, which this time sends the
processor to the parameter-changing sequence, where the
switch is reset to its no-op value - the users
requested changes having, in principle, taken effect in
complete safety. We see, therefore, that the processor
never 'tests' to see if a change is required, it is
'sent' there by the control program using the vectored
switch facility.

As will be pointed out later, this is an over¬
simplification of the way the real time routine
actually handles such requested changes - because of
the way the data is handled by the buffers a change may
be delayed until the routine considers itself ready to
embark in the new state.

So far we have only considered the communications in
the direction of the operational section as a result of
decisions taken in the administrative process. There is
also traffic in the other direction - data-less

messages to the user from the real time routine
informing him of any changes in its state. Typically,
such messages may be confirmation that his changes of
parameters have been executed. Less frequently it may
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send messages which warn of hardware faults and of any
action the routine took to recover; and if successful
that it was resuming its normal operations, or, if the
fault was too serious, that it was closing down that
section of the hardware and would, if possible,
continue with some degree of 'back-up' service.

All other inter-process communication is in the form of
uni-directional data transfers to the display process
from the real time routine.
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(4): DATA BUFFERING AND TRANSFER:

Should he desire it the user may view a summarised form
of the data for instant appraisal of the performance of
the operations and the suitability of the parameters he
selected for the task being undertaken. This monitoring
of the progress of the real time operations takes the
form of regular (at a rate selectable by the user)
presentations on his terminal of whatever information
he has requested to 'observe'. To do this the control
process regularly interrogates the real- time routine,
doing so by setting one of the switches to cause the
routine (on its next activation) to dump the contents
of a special set of accumulators (locations within the
routine) into a small transfer buffer. It then clears
the accumulators and resets the switch back to its no-

op contents; thereby providing the necessary degree of
inter-process synchronisation required to enable the
transfer of data to take place between two asynchronous
processes in complete safety.

The control process, when it is resumed examines thd
state of that particular switch (using the new POINT
system call to access it) and effectively 'waits' unti1
it finds that it has been reset by the real time
routine, so indicating that the small monitor transfer
buffer, accessible from both processes, has been set
and may be examined by the control process.

An important point, worth emphasis, is that the nature
of this handshake accompanying the data transfer
permits the RATE at which such monitor transfers take
place to be controlled entirely by the process remote
from the real time routine, acting on the behalf of the
user. Each time the real time routine runs it does not

test a flag just to find out if there is a request for
such information (as will not be the case most of the
time), when data is required the routine is 'diverted'
by action taken by the control process; so providing an

example of the flexibility of this technique.

While waiting for the buffer to be filled the control
software executes a tight loop which tests the contents
of the relevant switch and, if not yet reset, it
'sleeps' for a while, thereby releasing the processor
while it 'waits'. This could have been implemented as a
so-called 'busy wait' but it would serve little purpose
to keep the processor tied up in the loop, awaiting the
time when it would be interrupted by the real time
timer (which then provides the condition required to
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exit from the loop) as the overall aim is to provide
the maximum service to all computer users. In the
cases where there is only (by enforcement) one user, as
outlined initially, such a busy wait would, of course,
be quite tolerable !

The form that the data in this monitor buffer takes is,
at this stage, irrelevant, but it is noted that it also
contains information which is related to messages,
which the real time routine wishes to convey to its
user, concerning the status of its operations (such as
messages about disk crashes). These messages are
decoded in much the same way as similar messages which
were sent across the link during the parameter changing
operation, and so will not be elaborated upon here.

Apart from this small monitor buffer for transfering
snapshots of the incoming data there is the need to
buffer the actual bulk data itself, should it be
required, the user having requested storage on either
disk or magnetic tape. Transfering such buffer-loads of
data is, however, less complicated than inter-process
transfers, because the need for synchronism is removed;
the disk units do not act autonomously.

The storage of data by the real time software is done
in the form of large blocks, roughly 500 bytes each, of
the data accumulated over a given time; that interval
being related to the sample rate selected for the
operations. The nature of the real time work is such
that once the data buffer is full the continuing
sampling requires that if the buffer cannot be dumped
and reset before the next data is ready for buffering
then an alternative buffer must be made available. Such
reserve features are not necessary in non-real time
operations, where the sampling may be halted while
dumping is in progress; or in the case where the
sampling rate is so slow that there is always (!)
sufficient time to perform the dump before the buffer
is required again.

In our case, where the maximum expected sample rate is
once per millisecond, it is obvious that the buffer
could not be dumped between two such high-speed
samples, as a disk transfer (to the RK05's used) takes,
on average, about 50 milliseconds. The time taken to
actually transfer the data on to the disk is only about
2.5 milliseconds, the rest being taken up by the
positioning of the disk read/write heads.
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With twin buffering of data the procedure is relatively
simple - when one is full it is dumped while the other
is used for any new data; until this too is full, when
they are interchanged once more. This is all very well,
if we assume that the total dumping time is less than
that required to fill the reserve buffer itself. Should
both buffers be tied up, one in the process of being
emptied, the other just full then the facilities
provided for the operations are insufficient.
Consequently the routine must either stop sampling
until one of the buffers is free or start overwriting
the buffer just filled, thereby discarding the data
stored within it. This situation is obviously
undesirable, so every effort should be made to ensure
that should it happen some satisfactory recovery will
be possible. This problem will now be considered in
some detail.

It would, at first inspection, appear that an adequate
solution to this problem would be to set a maximum
sample rate which does not permit one buffer to be
filled within the time needed to dump the other on to
disk (or magnetic tape). Such a simple scheme is not
foolproof, however, because this situation could still
arise .

The process of dumping data on to the disk may produce
an error condition, which we will presume to be a
'soft' error resulting from faulty transfer, rather
than from a physical fault in the disk unit itself
(which will be considered later). Now we find a

situation where the full buffer is still full and the
other one is already partially filled up. There is no
way of predicting the exact time a given disk operation
will take. This is because the disk spins, taking 40
milliseconds per revolution, and the heads have to be
moved to the required place before the dump can be
started. These inherent delays may, of course, be
totally negligible, or they could, added together, be
as long as 125 milliseconds, although an 'average time'
would be about 70 milliseconds. In our case the data is
so structured on the disk that one data block follows

sequentially from the last, so requiring the minimum of
head repositioning (10 milliseconds per track), but the
command may be given at a time when the disk has to
rotate almost all of one revolution to reach the

required sector, then there is almost a 40 millisecond
delay, although this may, by chance, be less in any
given case, typically 20 milliseconds.
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Consequently it is not possible to make a simple
calculation which gives the exact number of dumps which
may be undertaken in the time required to fill a
buffer, at a given sample rate.

If the first dump was unsucessful, then there may be
sufficient time left to reattempt it, but this cannot
be ascertained beforehand: it may, by luck, take place
quickly, although it could take longer than the time
available; in which case we find that both buffers are

busy at the same time.

The question arises - what should be done to recover ?
Obviously some degree of positive action must be taken.
In our case this must be done by the real time routine,
so it must be written in such a way that this situation
can be recognised and overcome in a satisfactory
manner.

Imagine now what would be the result if, on
unsuccessful dumps to the disk, the data in the buffer
concerned was simply overwritten. If the disk dumps
failed because of a fault such as a bad sector, then if
the sector counter was not incremented before each new

attempt, each would be unsuccessful because the fault
would be recurrent. The data so carefully aquired is
just thrown away, en mass ! If the sector counter is
incremented prior to each new attempt then there would
be 'holes' in the data disk, all of which would have to
be catalogued so that on a later reading of that disk
they could be ignored.

Clearly a decision has to be taken here; to decide
whether the data is sufficiently important that it must
be saved at all costs; requiring, if necessary,
sampling to be halted until this is done; or whether
the acquisition is more important than the storage of
resulting data, forbidding any interruption of the
sampling operations, so forcing some degree of
compromise over storage of data.

To resolve this dilemma some knowledge of the
application being undertaken is needed. This project is
limited to development of software, so the routine
written may not see active service. It is designed to
be effective in some astronomical work, where the data
itself is important and so sampling could be halted
temporarily without serious consequences. In process
control, however, where, say volatile and explosive
gases are being controlled such a delay, albeit
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temporary, may not be possible, so the option would
then be to just overwrite the data in the buffer.

This routine, written with such a potential application
in mind, acts to protect its operations by preventing
further use of its data buffers if it discovers that
both of its buffers are in use. When the present buffer
is found to be full the state of the disk dumping
section of the real time routine is examined and, if
this does not indicate that the other buffer is
available for further storage it adjusts a switch in
the sampling section to prevent further use of the data
buffer. Should its state be such that the other buffer
is indeed free then, of course, the sampling continues
quite normally.

At all subsequent entries to the real time routine,
should it have been necessary to halt the manipulation
of the disk buffer in the sampling section, the state
of the dump is checked. When it is completed, if it was
successful, the buffers are swapped and sample-storage
reactivated with the new buffer, while the previous one
is dumped. If it was unsuccessful then it may attempt
it again or simply close down the disk storage
operations completely.

With such a scheme data storage is halted only when the
buffers are complete; that is not when one is only
partially loaded, so a resumption of storage always
starts in a clear buffer. This is an important point
because associated with each data buffer is a small
administrative region used to record the time at which
that buffer was first used, its sample mode and rate
and any other information needed to permit the actual
data items to be adequately interpreted on a later
analysis. Consequently no left-over items appear in a
buffer when storage is resumed.

This situation is contrasted, briefly, with that which
arises when a user-change is requested. When this
occurs the buffer may be such that it is only partially
loaded. This 'relic' buffer is automatically closed
down, in whatever state it is in at that time, storage
on that buffer being halted, and it is set for dumping
on to the disk. Problems may arise here, of course, if
the disk is busy, but this will be left for a later
discussion.

It is now seen that the high degree of flexibility
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built in to the real time routine will enable the
actual data acquisition to continue, although the data
itself will not be stored in the main buffers. The data
can, however, be monitored by the user at his terminal
during this time, as at all other times, should he
desire it, without interfering in any way with the
other operations of the real time routine.
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SUMMARY OF PART ONE:

As has been shown there are several points regarding
the methods of implementing a computer-assisted real
time data logging system which are widely used but
which do not make available the facilities of the

computer to the full extent to which they are capable.
As a result of this unne ces sarily over-dedicated
computer the costs for such a project are increased, so
making financial support more difficult to secure. The
source of such deficiencies may be traced to the
software used in such operations. Typically, such a
situation may arise in the Data Processing Laboratory
of a moderately sized astronomical observatory, where
computers are being used for a wide variety of
applications. The use of an in-house computer offers
many advantages for data processing and equipment
control for a range of apparatus, some of which may be
required to be carried out in real time observational
work. To such an institution, with its limited budget,
the capital outlay for the computer to be used in such
work may represent a substantial fraction of the total
financial aid for that project; and so it may be
expected that such an expensive facility would be used
as effectively as possible. Unfortunately, it seems,
the software employed in such cases is all to often not
capable of serving the best interests of the users, nor
the investors, of such projects. By using software more
suited to this environment this situation could be

significantly improved.

One possible method of solution to the fundamental
problem has been outlined herein. It was recognised
that generally the computer would be used for non-real
time work, such as data processing and program

development, so an operating system designed for such
an application was adopted to provide a base on which
to build. This provides computer facilities for
multiple users in a time shared environment.

To enable the equipment control work to be undertaken,
probably the original reason for purchasing the
computer, the time shared operating system was then
modified to provide the necessary facilities for real
time operations by a single user.

In the process the nature of the programs previously
used in such work have been shown to be generally
limited in scope and ease of use. Alternative software
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techniques have been suggested which, it is believed,
provide a better degree of control over the operations
and are both more efficient and more flexible while
on-line than those more commonly used, while
simultaneously making the computer available for other
users who may wish to run independent processes.

The adopted imp leiaen t a tion philosophy has been
described and its advantages pointed out. Separating
the 'slow' administrative tasks and service routines
for the user interface from the high speed, time
critical data acquisition and storage section lets us
incorporate the two very different functional parts
into the structure already provided by the UNIX
operating system, so elaborately extending its
capabilities .

Having now introduced the reader to the general
techniques employed, and why they were selected, in an
attempt to offer alternative and improved software, we
will now move on to document the routines so written,
showing how they function in detail.
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PART(2): SOFTWARE (IN DETAIL),

y
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THE UNIX OPERATING SYSTEM:

UNIX is a time-shared eperating system which will run
on the larger versions of the DEC PDP-ll's. It was
developed by Thompson and Ritchie at Bell Laboratories
and was released (level 6) in 1974.

As implemented in St Andrews UNIX runs on a PDP-11/40
processor with a 48 kword main memory, one RK-11 disk
controller with two RK05 disk drives for single disk
packs, an 80 Mbyte Systems Industries disk unit, a
DECwriter console and a variety of terminals on a DJ-11
interface.

Most of UNIX is written in the C programing language,
also developed at Bell Laboratories. This is a
language quite well suited to the task of writing an

operating system. Where necessary C calls on UNIX-
assembler subroutines, which are linked together by the
linking loader. A thorough description of the UNIX
source code has been produced by Lyons (1977) and this
should be consulted for a more complete discussion of
the structure of the system. Here we will merely
present a summary of the UNIX philosophy and then
elaborate on only those sections of the source code
which are immediately relevant to this project. It is
assumed that the reader has a knowledge of UNIX from
the user's viewpoint.

SYSTEM CALLS:

Users on UNIX run their processes in a very restricted
environment. Such processes have no direct access to
the underlying machine. All I/O operations and
interprocess communications are handled by the
operating system on behalf of its users. This it does
via "system calls" - routines in kernel space which the
user may call upon for assistance.

To operate the realtime routine, which is in kernel
space, in the manner outlined earlier, it is necessary
to provide a mechanism for adjusting the 'switches'
associated with that routine, by a process running in
user space. As it is our desire to use the constructs
of UNIX to extend its capabilities, this mechanism is
written in the form of a system call.

Adding a system call is quite invoIved (because of the
very 'modularity' which makes UNIX the versatile
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system that it is). To illustrate the additional
linkage required we will now consider (briefly) the
execution of a typical system call from its parent C
program.

In the C source the system call takes the form of a
simple function call. Any parameters are included in
this statement. The C compiler itself does not give
special recognition to the system call mnemonics, but
leaves them as undefined external functions and passes
its object to the linking - loader. This then searches
its libraries for a corresponding mnemonic address. The
address which it finds is not the code of the service
routine itself - as this exists in kernel space - but a
linkage which provides the means to enter kernel space.
The first step in this chain is a small UNIX assembler
routine which has at its head the label of the required
mnemonic. The routine collects any parameters off the
user's stack and orders them in a place known to the
kernel routine. They are actually lined up behind a SYS
instruction (equivalent to a TRAP instruction), which
embodies a numerical 8-bit code (only 6 bits of which
are used), which serves to identify the precise service
routine required. At this point the processor changes
its 'current mode' to kernel to service the trap, so it
can now access the system code. UNIX handles the SYS
instruction in rather an elaborate way (which for our
purposes is very time consuming), but at this stage it
is only necessary to acknowledge that this numerical
code is used to select an entry from a jump table. The
entry itself contains the address of the corresponding
service routine. This is now entered, and because it is
in kernel space it can carry out the instructions not
made available to the user.

When completed the system call returns via the trap
sequence and back into user mode to the assembler
routine, which restores the user's stack and returns to
the function call in the C program, carrying with it
some return information.

The overhead involved in such a system call may be
remarkably high, as much as about 100 instructions in
some cases. To add a new system call, therefore, we
merely need to provide the appropriate linkage and
arrange for all the parameters to be passed correctly
to the new service routines. The only restriction on
the number of system calls arises from the UNIX
implementation of the TRAP instruction. Because it uses
only 6 bits of the lower byte it permits only 64 unique
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codes, which are the indices for the jump table (see
the UNIX files /usr/sys/ken/trap.c
/usr/sys/ken/sysent.c and /usr/sys/conf/m40.s for
details). Although UNIX itself only uses about half of
these possibilities it could be easily modified to use
all of the lower byte, so permitting 256 system calls!
As this project only requires the addition of half a
dozen new calls this modification has not been made.
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The brief assembler routines for the additional system
calls are given below:

/ C library — load

/ Special system call
/ linkage for REALTIME
/ operations .

.globl _load

load = 61.

load
mov r5 ,-(sp)
mov sp , r5
mov 4 (r5) ,0f
mov 6(r5),0 f+2
mov 8 ( r 5 ) , 0 f+4
sys 0; 9 f
mov (sp)+,r5
rts pc

sys load; 0:..

/ C library — address

/ Special system call
/ linkage for REALTIME
/ operations.

.globl _address

address = 59.

addres s : mov

mov

mov

mov

sy s
mov

r5,-(sp)
sp , r5
4 ( r5) ,0f
6(r5),0 f+2
0; 9f
(sp)+,r5
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rts pc

. data
9:

sys address; 0;

/ C library -- point

/ Special system call
/ linkage for REALTIME
/ operations.

.globl _point

point = 58.

_point : mov
mov

mov

mov

sys
mov

rts

.data
9 : sys

r5,-(sp)
sp , r5
4 ( r5) ,0f
6(r5) , 0 f+2
0; 9 f
(sp) + ,r 5
pc

point; 0:..;..

/ C library — store

/ Special system call
/ linkage for REALTIME
/ operations.

.globl _store

store = 60.

store

mov r5 , -(sp)
mov sp,r5
mov 4 ( r 5) , Of
mov 6(r5), 0 f+ 2
mov 8(r5),Of+4
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sys 0; 9 f
mov (sp)+,r5
rts pc

data
9 : sys store; 0:

Once assembled their object code is archived (AR, UPM-
I) into a new system library (/lib/rtlib) which is
available (if needed) to the linking loader (LD, UPM-I)
for it to search. To request that this be searched the
user need only include it as an option in the compiler
(CC, UPM-I) command line, for instance:

cc program /lib/rtlib

in order to be able to use the new system calls.
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The new system calls are given now:

if

if include
if include
if include
if include

"./add.table.h"
"

. . /param.h"
./systm.h"
./user.h"

/* — STORE */

rts tore ()

<

/* Used from 'user space' to change contents of a */
/* location situated in 'kernel space. Special to */
/* REALTIME operations. */
/* STORE (dest , offset,cont) */

*(sysadd[u.u_arg[0]].location + u.u_arg[1]) = u.u_arg[2] ;

>

/* LOAD */

rtload ()

{

/* Called from 'user space' to examine the contents */
/* of a location situated in 'kernel space. Part */
/* of REALTIME operations. */
/* LOAD (source,offset,dest) */

suword(u.u_arg12],*(sysadd[u.u_arg[0]].location + u.u_arg[1])) ;

>

/* POINT */

rtpoint ()
<
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/* Reset a 'switch' vector to new entrance */
/* POINT (dest,entrance) */

*sysadd[u.u_arg[0]] .location = sysadd[u. u_arg[1]].location;

}

/* ADDRESS" — */'

rtaddress ()
<
/* Returns the logical address of the source */
/* ADDRESS (source , dest) */

suword(u.u_arg[1],sysadd[u.u_arg[01].location);

>

These all conform to the UNIX conventions (see
Lyons,1977) regarding parameter passing, called by-
value, referenced by an array of integer locations,
u.u_arg[], which are part of the 'user structure' (see
the file /usr/sys/user.h).

In addition, use has been made of suword (&destination ,

contents), which is actually a subroutine in the file
/usr/sys/conf/in40.s designed to place 'contents' in the
address indicated by 'destination', where this address
is in user space, the instruction being executed in
kernel space (see the mtpi instruction in the "PDP-11
Processor Handbook").
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Each of the new system calls refers to an array of
structures called 'sysadd' which is contained in the
new file /usr/sys/rt/add.table.h, given below. It is
used to permit the user adjust the switches set in
kernel space .

/*
* Switch table for REALTIME entry pointers.
* (used for across space accessing)
*/
struct adar

{
int ^location;
>;

sysadd []
{

Sentry, /* 0 */
Sentryfirst, /* 1 */
Sentrydead, /* 2 */
Sentrynorm, /* 3 */
^departure , /* 4 */
&disks tate , /* 5 */
&diskdead, /* 6 */
&diskalive, /* 7 */
&nex tmode, /* 8 */
&mode, /* 9 */
Sendinterval ,/* 10 */
Snextendint, /* 11 */
Schange, /* 12 */
Snochange, /* 13 */
Syeschange, /* 14 */
Sdiskspot, /* 15 */
&las tspot , /* 16 */
&mbmb a s e, /* 17 */
&mb dbas e, /* 18 */
&mon , /* 19 */
Smonno, /* 20 */
Smonyes, /* 21 */
&pmd1, /* 22 */
&pmd2, /* 23 */
&pmd3, /* 24 */
&pmd4, /* 25 */
&pmd5, /* 26 */
Scbbase, /* 27 */
&mons t at e, ./* 28 */
Sonline, /* 29 */
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&of fline,
&rate,
Sabnindex,
Scbmindex,
Spcadc,
&inactive

/* 30 */
/* 31 */
/* 32 */
/* 33 */
/* 34 */
/* 35 */

/* Total of 36 */

>;
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if

/*
* all locations set .

*/

if define ENTRY
if define ENTRYFIRST
if define ENTRYDEAD
if define ENTRYNORM
if define DEPARTURE
if define DISKSTATE
if define DISKDEAD
if define DISKALIVE
if define NEXTMODE
if define MODE
if define END INTERVAL
if define NEXTENDINT
if define CHANGE
if define NOCHANGE
if define YESCHANGE
if define DISKSPOT
if define LASTSPOT
if define MBMBASE
if define MBDBASE
if define MON
if define MONNO
if define MONYES
if define PMD1
if define PMD2
if define PMD3
if define PMD4
if define PMD5
if define CBBASE
if define MONSTATE
if define ONLINE
if define OFFLINE
if define RATE
if define ABMINDEX
if define CBMINDEX
if define PCADC
if define INACTIVE

/* Total of 36 */

within RTU (REALTIME)GLOBL

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
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if
/* */
/* JUMP TABLE FOR SYSTEM CALL TRAPS */
/* */
/* */

/*
* This table is the switch used to transfer
* to the appropriate routine for processing a system call.
* Each row contains the number of arguments expected
* and a pointer to the routine.
*/

int sysent[]
{

o, &nullsys , /* 0 = i n d i r * /
o, &rexit, /* 1 = exit */
0, &f ork, /* 2 = fork */
2 , &read, /* 3 = read */
2 , &write, /* 4 = write */
2 , &open, /* 5 = open */
o, &close, /* 6 = close */
0, &wait, 1* 7 = wait */
2 , &creat, 1* 8 = creat */
2 , & link, /* 9 = link */
1 , &unlink, /* 10 = unlink */
2 , & exe c, /* 11 = exec */
1 , Schdir, /* 12 = chdir */
o, &g time, /* 13 = time */
3, &mkno d, /* 14 = mknod */
2 , & chmo d, /* 15 = chmod */
2 , & chown, /* 16 = chown */
1 , &sbreak, /* 17 = break */
2 , &s t a t, /* 18 = stat */
2 , &s eek, /* 19 = seek */
0 , &getpid, 1* 20 = getpid */
3 , Ssmount, /* 21 = mount */
1 , &sumount, /* 22 = umount */
0 , &setuid, /* 23 = setuid */
o, &getuid , /* 24 = getuid */
0 , & s time, /* 25 = s time */
3 , iptrace, /* 26 = ptrace */
0 , Snosys , /* 27 = x * /
1 , & f s t a t , /* 28 = f s t a t * /
o , Snosys, /* 29 = x */
1, Snullsys, /* 30 = smd ate; */

/* inoperative */
1, &s t ty, /* 31 = s 11 y * /
1, &gtty, /* 32 = gtty */
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o , Snosys ,

o, Snice,
o , Ssslep ,

o, &sync,
1, Skill,
o , &get swit,
o , &nosy s ,

o , &nosys ,

o, &dup ,

o , Spipe,
1, Stimes ,

4, ,.&prof il,
o , Snosys ,

o, &setgid,
o , Sgetgid ,

2 , &ssig,
0 , &nosys ,

0 , &nosys ,

0 , Snosys ,

0 , Snosys,
0 , Snosys ,

0 , &nosys ,

o, Snosys ,

o , &nosys ,

o , &rtrtu, /* 57
2 , &rtpoint, /* 58
2 , Srtaddress , /* 59
3 , Srtstore, /* 60
3 , &rtload, /* 61

0, inosys ,

0 , Snosys

/* 33 = x * /
/* 34 - nice */
/* 35 = sleep */
/* 36 = sync */
/* 37 = kill */
/* 38 = switch */
/* 39 = x * /
/* 40 = x * /
/* 41 = dup * /
/* 42 = pipe */
/* 43 = times */
/* 44 = prof */
/* 45 = t i u * /
/* 46 - setgid */
/* 47 = getgid */
/* 48 = sig */
/* 49 = x */
/* 50 = x * /
/* 51 = X */
/* 52 = X * /
/* 53 = X */
/* 54 = X * /
/* 55 = X */
/* 56 = X * /

RTU (simulation) */
POINT (RTU) */
ADDRESS (RTU) */
STORE (RTU) */
LOAD (RTU) */

/* 62 = x */
/* 63 = LEPER */

>;
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OPERATING AN RK05 DISK IN 'DEDICATED' MODE:

As indicated earlier it is desireable to run the disk
used for dumping data in a programed mode, without
permitting it to send 'transfer complete' interrupts to
the UNIX disk handling routines. It was decided
initially to run the drive for the data disk in 'non-
interrupting' mode. This then permitted it to be used
without the drive controller interrupting the
processor, and so prevent false error messages from
being sent. As a consequence of this a certain amount
of drive polling had to be incorporated into the
realtime section of the program. The initial plan was
to use the S.I. 80 Mbyte disk drive for the extended
UNIX system and file space and to use one of the RK05's
as the data disk (the data being stored in strictly
sequential format). Unfortunately this scheme became
impossible (due to a serious hardware crash involving
the S.I. disk unit), so it became necessary to employ
both RK05's; one for the operating system, the other
for data storage. As both drives are operated by the
same RK-11 controller it is not possible to run one in
interrupt mode while the other was suppressed. To solve
this problem the UNIX source code (see Lyons,1977) was
carefully examined, and a compromise was devised by
which the data disk could be permitted to function in
full interrupt mode, yet remain unobserved by the
operating system. This rather attractive extension to
UNIX involves the (newly introduced) concept of a
"dedicated" device (here a disk pack), and this will
now be described along with the programing needed to
implement it.

There are several points which must be taken into
ac count:

[1]: The "dedicated" data disk will produce interrupts,
these must not reach the UNIX disk handler.

[2]: UNIX permits a portable 'file syatem volume' to be
mounted on any given disk, so under such arrangements
interrupts from that drive must NOT be intercepted -
disk interrupts must, therefore, be selectively
intercepted.

[3]: As a portable file system may be "mounted" from
any terminal by typing in a "/etc/mount" shell command,
and because a request to mount a file system, in the
case where the loaded disk does NOT conform to the file
system format, results in a total system crash it is
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also desireable to intercept requests to mount portable
file sys terns.

Although a disk drive may be used by the realtime
routine for dumping its data that unit is effectively
"unused" as far as UNIX is aware. Unless informed to

the contrary UNIX is quite prepared to accept that
loaded disk as a file system an will attempt to "mount"
it. Our task is, therefore two fold:

(1): to permit a disk drive used in this way to
interrupt the processor without alerting UNIX to its
activity, and

(2): to inform UNIX that until further notice that disk
drive is "not available" for assignment - ie it is
"dedicated".

It so happens that UNIX is very amenable to extensions
of this sort. Both objectives may be attained by the
addition of a 'table'. This table (in the form of a C
'structure) would hold a list of all devices (here disk
drives) which MAY be dedicated together with status
information from which the system is made aware of
whether any given device actually IS dedicated at that
time .

In outline, then, when a disk controller interrupts the
processor it searches this table BEFORE enterring the
usual UNIX disk handler (this is achieved by re¬
directing the interrupt vector). If the interrupting
device is NOT listed as dedicated then it passes
control to UNIX to be serviced normally. If, however,
that device is known to be dedicated at that time the

interrupt is processed at that point, and a return
made .

Two new shell commands must be added to the UNIX

library. One /etc/dedicate 'device' announces to the
system that 'device' is unavailable until further
notice. This updates the above mentioned table
accordingly. As a variant, if 'device' is followed by a
'?' then the command returns with the state of that

device, that is whether it it dedicated or free. The
second special shell command is /etc/release 'device'
which updates the table to indicate that that device is
now 'available' for allocation as the base of a mobile
file system.

The existing /etc/mount 'device'' 'file system' command
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must then be altered to make it search this table
before actually executing the 'mount', rejecting
requests to mount file systems on currently dedicated
devices.

It is not necessary to alter the corresponding
/etc/umount 'device' command as this automatically
bounces back if 'device' is not in the system's own
'mount table' (/etc/mtab); which of course, it could
not be if that device was dedicated.

In this way the entire system is protected from (either
deliberate or accidental) crashes by attempts to mount
file systems full of 'garbage'.

Although quite simple in outline the implementation of
this scheme is relatively complex. There are several
factors which must be considered:

[1]: Disk interrupts are serviced in kernel mode.

[2]: shell commands are initially handled in user mode,
until the system is sure that the command is valid and
may be permitted to go ahead, at which time it makes
the necessary system calls.

[3]: "Mount" is also available as a system call from an

executing user process, so either:

a): mount system calls and /etc/mount shell commands
are intercepted separately, or

b): they are both handled by a common section of code
(possible because /etc/mount makes a mount system
call).

[4] : It is desirable to use the existing 'failure
message' mechanisms for informing the user that his
mount request has been blocked. To do this an

intercepted mount request must emulate a failure
condition and pass back a (new) message (added to a
list of such in the library, extractable by PERROR III
in the UPM).

The major decision regards the space in which the
dedicated device table should reside. If it is in user

space then it is very simple to intercept the
/etc/mount command and the mount system call at the
point in user space just before the TRAP instruction is
executed. At this point the table could easily be
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examined and if forbidden the request could be denied
and a simulated error (by rO and errno) made during the
exit. In this way the large overhead from actually
entering kernel space via the system call facility is
avoided on denied requests.

With the dedicated device table in user space, and disk
interrupts being serviced in kernel space, it is
necessary to make inter-space examinations of the table
each time a disk requires service. As disks interrupt
more often than users request mounts, and because disk
operations are more important, this situation is
undesirable. Further examination reveals that any

'unnecessary delay' in responding to the disk
interrupts might effectively hold back the realtime
routine, should it be 'waiting' for a 'transfer
complete' message (in fact it does not, because the
polling would sense the completion bit in the device
register even if the interrupt was yet to be
'processed'), so every effort has been made to make the
interception of disk interrupts as efficient as
possible. It is therefore considered 'tolerable' to
waste time when servicing a user's mount request, as
this is in no way time-critical.

UNIX provides facilities (in the form of assembler
routines) to enable a process in kernel space to
examine and set locations in user space (fuword and
suword) but not for user processes to inspect or alter
the contents of kernel locations. As this project needs
to do this to effect user control of the realtime

operations it would be perfectly feasible to intercept
the mount requests while they were being processed in
user space and then examine the table (set in kernel
space) using the special new system calls (load and
store) but as these ARE system calls the time saved by
intercepting mount requests prior to their own TRAP
instruction is completely invalidated. More
importantly, as TRAP instructions are given priority by
the processor as few of them should be used as
possible, so the mount requests will be intercepted
after they have entered kernel space but before the
system mount table (/etc/mtab) is updated. Error
emulation is also straight forward, additional messages
and number codes merely being required (see
/usr/sys/user.h and also PERROR III).

The additional file "/usr/sys/dedicate.h" would be
referenced as ". ./dedicate.h" by sumount (the mount
system call handler) which resides in the sys3.c file
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of the /usr/sys/ken directory.
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File: "dedicate.h"

#
# define BADDEV
# define DEDBUSY

# define ALLDEVS 2 /* All dedicatable devices */
/*
/* Message in err_list */

VI */

struct dedicate

{
int. fbusy; /* Busy flag l=busy 0=free * /

/* Mount name for device */
/* Dedicate/Release name */

char dev[2 0] ;
char name[20];
} dedicate[];

To incorporate the modifications to the mount system
call it is necessary to add the line

# include /dedicate.h"

to the preprocessor lines at the top of the file
/usr/sys/ken/sys3.c and then add the following lines to
the function sumount (within that file) starting
immediately after its own declarations, but before its
first executable statement:

char device[20];
int ptr;

/* Check that the request to mount a */
/* file system volume is not aimed at*/
/* a currently dedicated device */

ptr = 0

while ( (device[ptr++]=u.u_dirp++) != '\0' )

for (i = 0 ; i<ALLDEVS; i++)
{

if (compare(dedicate [ i] .dev,device))
{
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/* Reset pointer to start of string */
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Shell Command: "/etc/dedicate disk (?)"

If
if define DISPLAY 1
if define DEDICATE 2

main(argc,argv)
char**argv;
{

char BUSY 'd';-

if (argc<2 || argc>3)
{

printf("arg count\n");
return;

if (argc==3)
{

printf("Status %s:",argv[1]);
device(DISPLAY,argv[l]);
if (argv[1][0]==BUSY)

printf("Dedicated\n");
else printf("Free\n");
return;

>
if (argc==2)
<

if (device(DEDICATE,argv[1]) < 0)
printf("Bad device or execution\n");

>

>

Shell Command: "/etc/release disk"

if
if define RELEASE 3

main(argc,argv)
char **argv;

{
if (argc != 2)
<

printf("Arg count\n");
return;

>
if (device(RELEASE,argv[l] < 0)
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printf("Bad device or execution\n");

>
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File: "setdevice.c"

it include
it define
it define
if define

"
. ./dedicate.h"

DISPLAY 1
DEDICATE 2
RELEASE 3

setdevice()
{

/* System Call */

int i;
char BUSY 'd';
char FREE ';

dedicate [ ]
{ /* Table of dedicatable devices */

0, "/dev/rkO", "rkO",
0, "/dev/rkl", "rkl"

>

u.u_error=0;
switch (u.u_arg[0])
{

case RELEASE :

{
i = scantable() ;
if (u.u_error) return;
dedicate[i].fbusy=0;
return;
>

case DEDICATE :

{
i = scantable ( );
if (u.u_error) return;
dedicatefi].fbusy=l;
return;
>

case DISPLAY :

{
i = s cant able ( ) ;
if (u.u_error) return;
if (dedicate [ i] .fbusy)

suword(u.u_dirp [ 0] ,BUSY) ;
else

s uwo rd(u.u_dirp[0] .FREE);
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scantable()
{

for (i=0; i<ALLDEVS; i++)
if (compare(dedicate[i].name,u.u_dirp))

return;

u.u error=BADDEV;

The assembler linkage for the setdevice system call is
set out below, it uses the fact that the trap
processing (trap.c) detects a non-zero u.u_error and
sets the EBIT of the ps and then uses rO to transport
the appropriate error code (u.u_error) back into user
space in order that cerror may save it in errno (an
index to a list of message strings, err_list, see
PERROR in III of UPM) . The system call returns 0 on
success and -1 on failure (as indicated by the final
contents of rO).

/ C library — setdevice

/ REALTIME applications - setting
/ and releasing a dedicated device.

.globl _device,cerror
setdevice=56.

_device :
mov r5 , -(sp)
mov sp,r5
mov 4(r5) , Of
mov 6(r5),0f+2

sys 0; 9 f

bee If

jmp cerror

1 : clr rO
mov (sp)+,r5
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rts pc

.data

9 : sys setdevice; 0:..;

With suitable additions to the list of error messages
for DEDBUSY and BADDEV, and a modification to the
trapped system call jump table (sysent.c) for device
(at No 56. and two parameters for setdevice) this
mechanism would then permit the realtime user to
announce to the system that a given disk drive was in
use and so was not available for normal system
allocation.

To intercept 'transfer complete' interrupts from such a
disk drive it is only necessary to divert all disk
interrupts (from RK05's) to a short routine which would
determine whether or not that interrupt was from a
dedicated device.

In the event of such an interrupt that routine could
(a) communicate that completion to the realtime routine
(which is the only host to such a device), or (b)
perform a no-op return, having served its purpose in
preventing the interrupt from reaching the UNIX disk
handier, leaving the dedicated disk to be run in
programed mode, for the reasons explained in Part One.
The second option was selected for this project.

Finally, it would be advisable to check the availablity
of a device when attempting to 'dedicate' it, as
uninhibited scribbling is permitted once a device is so
assigned, and so disks, otherwise 'protected' by the
system, would be vulnerable to being overwritten.
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The realtime section, being in assembler, is very
difficult to follow to one not involved in its

development. To aid its design and debugging we have,
therefore, maintained a high level version, in a
prototype programing language, which outlines its
general structure.

The assembler routine itself is given in Appendix I.

/* THE "H X G H_L EV E L" INTERPRETATION OF */
/* THE ASSEMBLER REALTIME ROUTINE */

INTERRUPT (timer) IS camac WHERE <|

camac =

SWITCH entry

first:

AND

AND

HAS < !

/* Initialisation */
/* Save registers */
entry GETS norm;
mode GETS inactive;
nextmode GETS inactive;
monstate GETS offline;
clear a db;
change GETS no;
mon GETS no;

dump GETS ok;
diskstate GETS diskdead;
status GETS running;
/* Clear buffers */
/* Init. lastclock */
ENTER system;

dead: ENTER departure;

norm :

mode

/* Save general registers */
/* Update timing counters */
IF (useful tick)
THEN ENTER mode;
ELSE ENTER status;

| > = dead,

HAS <1

inactive: /* No-op */
ENTER status;
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AND pcadc: /* Sampling */
/ * Get data */
/* by camac */
ENTER diskstate;
/* Sequence: diskstate,monstate */

l>,

diskstate HAS <|

diskdead: ENTER monstate;

AND diskalive: /* Update active disk buffer */
IF (buffer full && dump != ok)
THEN diskstate GETS dead;
/* Suspend filling buffer */
/* but keep sampling data */

I > »

mons tate HAS <|

offline:ENTER status;

AND online: /* Update monitor buffer (acc) */
ENTER status;

I >,

status HAS <|

running:/* Normal operations */
ENTER change;
/* Sequence: change,dump,mon */

AND tracing:/* Actively tracing a fault */
ENTER activity;

l>,

activity HAS <|

/* Trace activity */

error: /* First entry after fault detection */
IF (fault exists)
THEN IF (control ready)

THEN [ CONTROL RESET;
activity GETS recovery;
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] ELSE activity GETS crash;
ELSE status GETS running;
ENTER mon;

AND recovery:/* Subsequent entries until */
/ * ok or partial crash * /

IF (recovered from fault)
THEN status GETS running;
ELSE IF (worthwaiting_CR)

THEN ENTER non;
ELSE activity GETS crash;

ENTER mon;

AND crash: /* Kill disk management (only) */
/* post-mortem on device registers */
/* tidy up */
diskstate GETS dead;
dump GETS dead;
status GETS running;
ENTER mon;

/* Back-up service only */
l fx
1 >,

mon HAS < |

yes: /* Transfer acc-data to */
/* monitor buffer-data */
/* Clear acc-data area */
/* Transfer acc-message */
/* to monitor buffer & */
/* Clear message counter*/
mon GETS no;
ENTER system;

AND no: ENTER system;

I >,

change HAS < |

no: ENTER dump;

AND yes: IF (relic not empty)
THEN IF (dump=ok)

THEN ENTER dump(new);
ELSE ENTER dump;

ELSE [ /*Cnange the mode */
change GETS no;
ENTER dump; ]
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/* This only permits the change */
/ * to take effect once the * /
/* active buffer has been made */
/* available in an empty state */
l>,

dump HAS < !

dead: ENTER mon;

AND ok: IF (active buffer not full)
THEN ENTER mon;
ELSE ENTER dump(new);

AND new: diskstate GETS alive;
/ * Swap buffers over */
CLEAR offset;
/* Fill header of the */
/ * passive disk buffer*/
IF (DISK not full)
THEN [ /* Update disk position */

ENTER dump(old);
] ELSE [ /* Message & reset count*/

diskstate GETS dead;
dump GETS dead;
ENTER mon; ]

AND old: IF (drive is ok)
THEN IF (control ready)

THEN IF (enough dump time)
THEN [ /*Initiate dump*/

dump GETS wait;
] ELSE [ status GETS tracing;

activity GETS crash;]
ELSE [ status GETS tracing;

activity GETS error; ]
ELSE [ status GETS tracing;

activity GETS error; ]
ENTER mon;

AND wait: IF (done)
THEN IF (ok)

THEN [ dump GETS ok;
ENTER mon;

] ELSE ENTER dump(old);
ENTER mon;

l>,

sys t em HAS <!
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/* Main exit by all paths */
/* Restore registers *f
ENTER departure;

l>,

departure HAS <|
I* Exit instruction */
RTS /*Simulation*/
RTI /*0perations*/

IN lambda().ENTER entry;

l>

With this as a guide, the various logical paths within
the assembler code may readily be traced.

The more 'relaxed' user interface program is given now
- its structure is self-evident.
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reb2511:561979thesls.userPage1 #

//include/definitions.h" /*THISISTHEDEVELOPMENTVERSIONOF"CAMSYS"*/ /*> intfrequency;/*TimerHZ(microsecs)*/ intsampler;/*Samplerate(T-tick)*/ intevent1,event2;/*Generaltestevents*/ main()
<

/*CommandInterpreterforuserinterfacetoRTU charcommand[10]; intcode; externdown(); printf(1,"\n\n_COMMANDINTERPRETER_\n\n\n"); loopback:
signal(2,down);

*/



511:561979thesis.userPage2 printf(1,"0K"); input(command); if(compare("change",command)==1) {
code=fork(); if(code==0){alter()j} gotodelay;)

if(compare("monitor",command)==1) {
code=fork(); if(code!=0)gotodelay; monitor();

>

if(compare("startupcommand)==1) {
code=fork(); if(code==0){startupO;} gotodelay;)

if(compare("reset",command)==11 { code=fork(); if(code==0){reset();} gotodelay;)
if(compare("unix",command)==1) {

code=fork(); if(code==0){unix();) gotodelay;>

t



Feb2511:561979thesis.userPage3 if(compare("outcommand)«1){down();> printf(1,"Invalidcoimand\n"); anyother:gotoloopback;
delay: signal(2,1);

/*Lockoutdeleteswhilewaiting*/
wait();

/*Waitforcommand--childtodie*/
gotoloopback;

> down()
<

/*Closedownprocedures*/ signal(2,1); point(ENTRY,ENTRYDEAD); printf(l,"\n.OFF.\n"); /*Turnoffthetimerinterrupts*/ exit();
> reset()



Feb2511:561979thesis.userPage4 /*Resettherealtimeroutinetonullstate*/ signal(2,1); point(ENTRY,ENTRYFIRST); exit();
unix()

{

execl("/bin/sh","sh",0);
>

a11.er()
{

signal(2,1);
service:

/*Readusersterminal*/
printf(1,">\n"); if(readsereen()!=1){gotoservice;) /*Typeformaterror*/



Feb2511:561979thesis.userPage5 /♦Requestedchangesareacceptable*/ /♦Attempttoexecutethem*/ point(CHANGE,YESCHANGE); /♦Waitforthistotakeeffect*/
again2:load(CHANGE,0,&event1); address(YESCHANGE,&event2); if(eventl==event2)

{sleep(2);gotoagain2;} scanmessage(CBBASE); exit();
) decipher(c) intc;

{

/♦Deciphermessagecodesforbufferedmessagesanddisplay*/ intm.mode; switch(c) { case1:{load(MODE,0,&m);



Feb2511:561979thesis.userPage6 case

address(PCADC,&mode); if(m==mode)printf("pcadc\n"); else{ address(INACTIVE,&mode); if(m==mode)printf("inactive\n"); >
break; >

:{printf("Datadiskisfull-suspended\n\n"); break;}

case3

:{printf("Faultoccurredondatatransfer printf("Recoveryinitiated...\n\n"); break;>

case

:{printf("Norecoverypossible-CRASHED\n"); printf("Devicestatus:\n"); /*Givepm-dump*/ break;
>

case5

:{printf("RealTimeOperation\n\n"); break;}

default:printf(1,"faultymessage%d\n",c); >

return;
input(s) char*s;



Feb2511:561979thesis.userPage7
{

/*Readdownfromusersterminalnewparameterorcommand*/ chartrailer; inti;
loopin:

/*Skipblanks*/
while((trailer=getchar())==');

/*Skippreceedingreturncharacters*/ if(trailer=='\n')gotoloopin; /*Charactercounterset*/
i=0;

/*Setfirstcharacterin*/
s[i]=trailer;i++; while((trailer=getchar())!=''&&trailer!='\n') {

s[i]=trailer; i++;

/*Readallofthestring*/
>

s[i]='\0';
/*Markendofthestring*/

return;
>



Feb2511:561979thesis.userPage8 readscreen()
{

/*Readdownfromusersterminalthecommand'key'forchanges*/ charkey; charrequest[100]; inti,lastplace,position; printf(l,"GO"); mainloop:

/*Skipblanks,ifany*/
while((key=getchar())==''); /*Firstcharacteriskey*/

switch(key) (
case'\n':{ return(l);}

case'm':{
input(request); if(compare("inactive",request)==1)

{

point(NEXTMODE,INACTIVE); printf(1,"roger...inactive\n"); >

elseif(compare("pcadc",request)==1)



Feb2511:561979thesis.userPage9 {

point(NEXTMODE,PCADC); printf("Nextmodeispc.adc\n"); >

else{ printf(1,"Invalidparameter(%s)\n",request); > break; >

case'r':{
scanf(0,"%d" ,&i); store(NEXTEND.INT,0,i); printf("roger%d\n",i); break; >

case'd':{input(request); if(compare("on",request)-=0)
{

/*Setdiskregistersasrequired*/ printf("Readytoinitiatestorage\n"); printf("Whatisstartspot(disk)\n"); scanf(0,"%d\n",&position); /*Makeanychecksonsuitability!*/ store(DISKSP0T,0.position); point(DISKSTATE,DISKALIVE); monitor();/*EnterMONITORin*/ /*fullyactivestate*/
}

elseif(compare("off",request)==0) /*Haltdiskoperations*/ point(DISKSTATE,DISKDEAD); load(DISKSPOT,0,&lastplace); store(LASTSPOT,0,lastplace); /*Resetdiskregisters???*/



Feb2511:561979thesis.userPage10
>

break; >

default:{
printf(1,"InvalidRequest(%c)\n",key); break; >

>

gotomainloop; /*Scanallparametersuntil"Return"*/
>

compare(sl,s2) char*s1,*s2; {

/*Returns(1)iftwostringsareidentical,(0)otherwise*/ while(*s1+•+==*s2) if(*s2++=='\0') return(1);
return(0);

> scandata(badd)



Feb2511:561979thesis.userPage11 intbadd
{

/*Readandcleardatasectionofabuffer*/ intdatal,data2,itime,otime,count; floatchanl,chan2; load(badd,0,&itime) load(badd,1,&count) load(badd,2,&datal) load(badd,3,&data2) load(badd,4,&otime)
store(badd,0,0) store(badd,l,0) store(badd,2,0) store(badd,3,0) store(badd,4,0)

/*chanl=datal/count;*/ /*chan2=data2/count;*/ printf("...newdata>\nM); printf("%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t\n",count,data1,data2,itime,otime); return;
> scanmessage(badd) intbadd;

{

/*Readandclearmessageareaofgivenbuffer*/ intcode,index,offset; load(badd,0,&index) index=index/2;



Feb2511:561979thesis.userPage12 if(index==0){return;} store(badd,0,0); printf("-->%d\n",index); offset=1; while(index>0&&index<16) {

load(badd,offset,&code); store(badd,offset,0); decipher(code); index--;/*Messagecount*/ offset++;/*Messagepointer*/
return;

> startup() <

/*Demandnecessaryinitialisationsfromuser*/ /*Setlastclock—simulation*/ /*Settimerdeviceregister-enableandHZ*/



Feb2511:561979thesis.userPage13 /*Demand"frequency"inmicrosecs*/ printf("Whatistimerfrequency:"); scanf(0,"%d\n" ,5ifrequency); store(RATE,0.frequency); /*Demandsampleintervalandputinendinterval*/ printf("Whatissamplefrequency:"); scanf(0,"%d\n",&sampler); store(ENDINTERVAL,0.sampler); store(NEXTENDINT,0.sampler); /*0nlynowcanentrybeinitialised*/ reset(); exit();
>

monitor()
{

charmessage[100]; signal(2.terminate);
setup: printf("...settingupmonitor...\n"); point(MON.MONYES);/*Requestinitialaccdump(message)*/ sleep(l);/*Waitforthistotakeeffect*/ /*Extractinitialmessage*/



Feb2511:561979thesis.userPage14 scanmessage(MBMBASE);/*Shouldreceive"RTU_ON"message*/ point(MONSTATE.ONLINE);/*StartRTUfillingtheaccwithdata*/ /*ReadytostartthemainMONITORloop*/
service:

point(MON.MONYES);
againl:1oad(MON,0,&event1); address(MONYES,&event2); if(eventl==event2)

{sleep(l);gotoagainl; scandata(MBDBASE); scanmessage(MBMBASE); gotoservice;

> /*Retrievedatasection*/ /*Readanynewmessages*/
terminate: printf("\n...terminate...\n"); signal(2,l);/*Nodeletesduringclosedown*/ point(MONSTATE,OFFLINE);/*HaltRTUusingaccdataarea*/ point(MON.MONYES);/*Requestfinaldatatransfer*/ sleep(l);/*Waitforthistotakeeffect*/



Feb2511:561979thesis.userPage15 scandata(MBDBASE);/*Getfinaldataout*/ scanmessage(MBMBASE);/*Readanymessages*/ /*Houseisallinorder--suicide*/ exit(); /*Controlisreturnedtointerpreterafterdeath*/
>
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SUMMARY OF PART TWO:

Having presented the software written for this project
it is now necessary to outline the debugging and
testing phase of its development.
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PART(3): SIMULATION AND TESTING.
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Having written the programs described in the previous
section, and checked their syntax, it only remained to
test the validity of their logic. To achieve this it
was necessary to simulate certain bits of hardware, as
no such devices were physically present. The most
obvious example being the data producing device, which,
for instance, could be a counter or an analogue -to-
digital converter, or even an entire CAMAC system.
Because the precise characteristics of the input device
have not been specified it is possible to simulate such
a 'device' with a simple subroutine call which merely
returns an integer; as has been done with "camac".

A major problem in true 'real time' operations concerns
the concept of 'the current time', namely - what time
is it now? In data acquisition it may be necessary to
'know' this time to within a given accuracy, in order
to be able to properly evaluate the data so recorded.
The accuracy to which this should be known, in absolute
terms, depends upon the sample frequency itself - if
measurements are made once every second a delay in
aquiring the time of the 'current' observation (which
would probably require two sequential operations) of a
few millisecond would be aceptable, and easily handled
by the computer. In the case of one sample every
millisecond, however, this would not be acceptable - so
the concept of 'simultaneity' needs qualifying.

Considering first the reference point, or epoch, from
which sample intervals are measured, and so the 'time'
calculated for each observation, this must be set up

very accurately indeed, if rapid sampling is required.
For our purposes here, where sampling at rates of
(potentially) up to 10 kHz are envisaged, this might
need to be known to within a few microseconds;
requiring a sophisticated apparatus to set and maintain
its accuracy. To the outside world if it 'ticked' (as a

pulse on a signal line) once per second, at the 'very
instant' that 'real time' flipped over, then it would
suit our purposes well. If, in addition, the interval
timer (which drives the aquistion routine) is reset by
the pulses from this 'tick', then with sufficiently
high priority in the computer organisation that it may
be considered to be interrupting the processor at truly
regular intervals, we have an accurate means of
evaluating the 'time' of each sample.

At fast sampling rates, say 1 kHz, it is only necessary
to know that the interrupt from the timer is actually
interrupting within a few microseconds of when it
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requests service, to enable us to make regular
measurements at known times. To record the time at
which a particular measurement was made it is only
necessary to read both the epoch-clock which gives the
time to the second, and the interval timer, which gives
the within -the- second accuracy required. Obviously
reading these timers does itself invoIve a time
overhead, so the operations should be as simple (and so
as fast) as possible. If we suppose that the two timers
were visible as two counting registers directly
accessable on the UNIBUS,- then reading their current
contents would require only a single instruction for
each timer. It is worthy or note that the timers
themselves may record 'time' as running integer totals,
which may be interpreted to yield the time in a user-
understandable form in a subsequent off-time (possibly
on-line) analysis of such data. For the purposes of
simulation, however, we called subroutine "chron",
which simply returned an integer value as 'time'.

To test the command interpreter that is the user
interface an early, somewhat primitive version was
verified, and subsequently built up to form the
existing interface. It was initially run without any

corresponding realtime assembler routine, so the new

system calls were treated as 'function calls', in the
C-progratn, to simulation routines. When this was
operating satisfactorily the realtime section was
placed in kernel space (in a "private" version of the
UNIX system) and the new system calls added to the
system. These new calls were verified by effectively
null calls on the realtime routine, and only then was
that routine debugged. Although on-line the realtime
routine was not permitted to run on-time (as driven by
the interval timer) so as to permit its operations to
be run under program control by the user interface. To
do this an otherwise unusable system call link had been
included, called by "rtu();", in the user interface,
which caused the processor to run exactly once thru the
realtime routine. To examine the state of the various
counters and switches within it a special user routine
was called (by employing the temporary escape to the
UNIX shell, available on the user interface) which
retrieved the current contents of the various
locations. By stepping one timer-tick at a time in this
way it was possible to verify that the data was being
aquired correctly and that it was reaching the user in
the proper way. The various messages which could
emanate from that routine could also be generated by
'activating' the appropriate switches. Perhaps of
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greater importance, the synchronisation of the two
routines could be tested.

Although it was originally intended to test the disk
management section of the assembler routine, a serious
hardware crash in the S.I. 80 Mbyte disk unit pre¬

empted this part of the project (which required that
unit in conjunction with an RK05 diskpack).

At this point it was decided (for reasons outlined
earlier) to enable the process to be supported by two
RK05's, and so the concept of the 'dedicated' disk
drive was introduced, and the software written to

implement it. This technique has not been tested on the
machine, although it is felt that the idea is sound, so
no major difficulties are anticipated, should this be
fully implemented.

This particular project has been to demonstrate a
technique as an exercise in itself; the actual routines
involved herein are not intended to comprise an 'off
the shelf' working system. Developed for the PDP-11/40
this is not intended to be used for actual data

acquisition, as no such need exists at this
establishment for such an ability, so verification was
halted at this point. It is considered that the project
has achieved the aim of suggesting a possible way in
which a single realtime user may undertake his work,
while permitting others to use the same machine for
more general work. It is aimed particularly at those
situations in which a fairly powerful mini-computer is
required for a job which by no means utilises its
potential capabilities.
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INTRODUCTION:

Computers are in widespread use today, particularly in
data-logging applications. There are many such
situations. In each case there is a certain amount of
data acquisition from a variety of devices, and in some
cases some degree of feedback for control purposes.
Unfortunately it seems,, the computer used becomes
dedicated to that particular task. Very often, it
would appear, the applications program in use was
written specifically to undertake that acquisition
problem, so a change in either input device
configuration or of the program requirements represents
a major adjustment.

The very speed and power of the computer is probably
the root of the over-dedicated situation in which we

tend to find it operating. The fact that it is managing
the logging process, doing so much so quickly - with
its flashing lights etc - gives the impression that it
is nearly overloaded - surely it could not do anything
else at the same time?

In the particular field of research of immediate
interest to the author - astronomical observations -

the commonly encountered task given to the computer is
that of simply scanning an image and measuring some
parameter at regular intervals to build up a matrix of
data. From this various things such as star density on
a plate, galaxy shape, size, brightness etc ... can be
measured. Large tables of data and diagrams (drawn by
the computer, of course!) with assorted curves may be
published from this. Such statistical surveys are very
useful in modern cosmology, and it is acknowledged that
such work would not be possible were it not for the
assistance of the computer.

To scan 10 million images on a single plate in only 10
hours is quite a feat - to a human being - but not for
the computer. This involves, on average, one
measurement every millisecond - a measurement which
takes only a few microseconds - so the costly computer
is being used for only about 1% of the time. Expressing
this in terms of the programing used, it spends 99% of
its time in 'busy waits'. Of course the figures for
some applications may be better, but it is also true
that in some setups the computer is substantially
under-used. In these cases an improvement in the
software used could make the use of that computer much
more effective - and go some way toward justifying the
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financial investment.

The fundamental problem is one of standardisation. In
terms of hardware there have been several attempts to
introduce electrical and mechanical standards to enable
free interchange of equipment with the minimum of
alterations. Perhaps the most significant of these is
CAMAC. This forms a complete computer -to- laboratory
device interface. Its 'modules' cover a wide variety of
functions. New modules are often added to extend its

capabilities, while maintaining the standard format.

It is unfortunate that a similar standardisation has
not yet been possible at the c ompu ter end of this
interface. This is partially due to the fundamental
incompataoilities inherrent in the various computer
designs - a result of the 'evolution' of computers -
which makes truly 'portable' software very difficult to
develop.

Taking these problems together it is perhaps not
surprising that very similar operations in various
small installations are undertaken with very different,
custom built, software.

In problems involving data acquisition perhaps the most
significant aspect which favours some degree of
standardisation is that, to the computer, all such
operations are essentially identical. Each is basically
a problem involving an input device from which data, of
a given format, is gained. All subsequent analysis is
conceptually a very different problem. Any resulting
feedback to the device is again a matter of I/O.

The downfall of the custom built software is that these
three areas of operation are tied together into one
large program. A change to the analysis section is
therefore complicated by the fact that it is so
strongly tied to the I/O operations. Recognising that
the only real difference between all these programs is
the precise form of the relevant analysis section
provides the key to standardised software (for any
given computer, at least). A more effective alternative
to this problem is a general I/O software package on
which an analysis program may be run, so making it more
amenable to adjustment. To change from one operation to
another merely involves using a different analysis
program. The logic expressed here is merely that
inherrent in an operating system - yet single-purpose
complete programs are still being written, and then run
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in otherwise empty computers (as dictated by the very
simplemindedness of those programs) and so badly
under-using the capabilities of the computer.

From this point on we will assume that such programing
has been rejected, and that the computer is being used
by many 'users' simultaneously, by concurrent
programing under the control of a time-shared operating
system - so using the c omput er to the greater benefit
of all.

LIMITATIONS AND EXTENSIONS:

Under such a system, as we have seen, a time-dependent
process cannot be run if it is highly time-critica1.
For our purposes a process which needs to be run within
a few milliseconds of it being required to run will be
termed a 'realtime' process, and the data acquisition
undertaken by this routine will be termed 'high speed'.
If however it is time dependent only on the timescale
of to the nearest second or so then it will be merely a
'fast response' process, and it would entail 'slow'
data acquisition. In both cases it is assumed that the
acquisition process is 'synchronised' with a timing
clock which interrupts the processer at regular
intervals. A fully random interrupt structure, such as
dealt with in a compietely real time operating system,
will not be considered.

This project has attempted to modify a powerful time-
shared operating system to enable a single-user to
operate, concurrent with that system, a data-producing
device, such as discussed above, in realtime (as
defined herein), at sampling rates up to (potentially)
1 0 kH z .

The major advantage of this method of using the
computer is that when it is not actually servicing the
data producing device (presumed to be the primary
reason for purchasing the machine) it is runing the
time-shared facility - thereby using its resources more
effectively for the benefit of all its potential users.
Because the nature of the data producing device has not
been specified (so far) in consideration of the
software it is possible (in principle) to monitor a
whole range of devices. If the device routine was
designed to communicate with the necessary CAMAC
controllers then such a combination would offer a very
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flexible arrangement for such operations.

It is considered that an operating system, based upon
the above approach, but specifically designed to be
capable of efficient control and monitoring of such
realtime operations within a CAMAC system is highly
desirable. An effective method of controlling CAMAC has
yet to be achieved (currently it is done by writing
programs in Fortran and using "I.M.L" as a software
interface to the CAMAC controllers, usually with only a
single-user facility).

If we grant that such a CAMAC operating system will be
made available at a future date, and acknowledge that a
somewhat limited facility may be offered by the
software outlined in this project, then we will now
consider, briefly, some of the applications for such a
s ys t em.

CURRENT ASTRONOMICAL RESEARCH:

Apart from plate-scanning with computers modern
as t ronotay is finding a growing need for them in
'control' of anciliarly equipment for telescopes. Most
of modern observational astronomy is concerned with the
detection and measurement of very faint light levels.
This used to be done exclusively with photographic
plates, and to some extent this is still true today.
Both spectrographic analysis and photometric surveys
may be undertaken with this technique. Objects very
much fainter may be detected, more easily and much
faster, using electric detectors. These devices,
typically photometers and scanners, produce analogue
output signals. The use to which these signals are put
depends very much on the nature of the phenomenon being
studied. Two applications will now be highlighted and
the extent to which computers have been used will be
discussed in some detail.

In 'fast' electric spectrographs, such as has been
developed at the South African Astrophysica1
Observatory (SAAO) by Walker, a spectrum is built up

very quickly by 'scanning'. This is done by moving the
image of the spectrum across a photoelectric
photometer. At regular intervals (positions in the
spectrum) the analogue output from the photometer is
digitised by an analogue -to- digital converter. Each
'channel' is then co-added from one scan to the next,
and scanning is halted when the required signal to
noise ratio has been achieved. The South African
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spectrum scanner takes a total of 60 channels per
second (covering 3600 Angstroms with a resolution of 50
Angstroms). We see therefore that this scanner needs
its attendant computer, in this case a Data General
Corporation Nova, only once every 20 milliseconds or
so, and as can be seen from Walker's paper it is
totally dedicated to this scanner!

Another technique with which to study the faint light
from astronomical sources involves passing the light
straight into the photometer window. The output signal
then gives a measure of the luminosity of the source.
There are two ways of using this signal: pulse-counting
and integrating.

Integrating the analogue signal over a given interval
and then converting this to a digital count produces a
measure of the light, as required. Alternatively the
arriving light photons may be 'counted' to give an
estimate of the source luminosity. The output from the
pulse counter is already in digital format.
Observational methods using both of these techniques
are well established, and so need not concern us here.
Computers have been introduced to aid this work too
as a result 'fast photometry' has been superceeded by
'rapid photometry', and many fascinating new
discoveries have followed suit.

The innovators of rapid photometry worked with the
82-inch telescope at Austin in Texas. Their system was
specifically designed for such work and is described by
Warner and Nather (1971). The photometer arrangement
adopted was somewhat novel, and much of the advance can
be attributed to this. Software was written by Nather
specially for this photometer. The general approach to
this programing is shown in Fig-1 and Fig-2, taken from
their paper, and it is apparent that this too is
typical of the practices rejected by our project. If
the sample rate is one per second (moderately fast, for
photometry) then the program spends most of its time in
a busy wait (see diagram) and because Nather's program
is the only software loaded we see that the computer is
indeed idle for most of the time! It is true that this
photometer system can (and has been) used at rates of 1
kHz, but in the majority of the papers published using
this equipment (more than 20 in all) the sample rate
was between one and five seconds. During these periods
the photometer was on-line to the Nova computer for
several hours each time - and so was totally
unavailable for any other work.

St Andrews University 1978
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To turn full circle, the program for Walker's spectrum
scanner was also written by Mather, by breaking down
and re-building his photometer program. It is
unfortunate that although these tasks are very similar
two very different programs had to be written, both of
which must be run in an empty machine, and both of
which leave the computer idle for long periods of time.

THIS PROJECT'S SOFTWARE:

All of the above observations could (in principle) be
undertaken by software of the type outlined in this
work, although lack of available equipment precludes
testing this claim in a practical demonstration. To
some extent this may, however, be simulated. In our
case the technique involved, of a single realtime
process concurrent with an entire time-shared system,
has been demonstrated on a PDP-11/40 and the UNIX
system, but the technique is by no means limited to
either this machine nor this particular system. It is
felt that in all cases the computer could be used more
effectively, where a very limited time-dependent
operation mus t be undertaken, and using the technique
developed herein, to permit more general work to be
carried out at the same time, goes some way toward
this desire.

At its fastest rate such realtime work may seriously
degrade the response time for the other users, but at
the more typical rates it would have a negligible
effect. Even a degraded service is better than no
service at all - the situation so commonly encountered!

St Andrews University 1978
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PART(5): IN RETROSPECT:

St Andrews University
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This project was started in a user's frame of mind; the
initial aim was to develop a technique for remote data
acquisition and then put it to practical use. As time
passed the emphasis of the project moved from an
app1ications-related interest to the design and
implimentation of operating systems and the language
constructs (or the lack thereof) which aid such a

computing problem.

This initial emphasis is reflected in the rigid
adherance to the self- imposed constraints regarding
the time-was ting polling loops and switch (case)
statements, which pushed me into assembler programming
for the kernel routine (an experience never to be
forgotten!).

If I were starting again, with the same basic
objectives I would probably write the entire code in
either the C-language or the Algol-R language which has
subsequently become available on the PDP-11 /UNIX
configuration in St Andrews.

A project such as this is however, only an ad hoc
solution to a rather restricted problem (consider for
example the communications linkage for the two sections
of the code). The lesson to be highlighted from it is
simply this: there are not sufficient constructs in
presently available languages, nor the necessary
operating system facilities to adequately support
advanced programming of problems such as the one
presented herein.

Future research should therefore be aimed at providing
a suitably high-level environment for process-oriented
programming and their supporting operating systems. The
growing number of papers appearing in the literature on
this and related topics (such as fast response real
time systems) in recent years is probably an indication
of an inevitable assault on this problem, probably
somewhat similar to that on the "problem" of large
multi-user file system management of recent years.

Perhaps as a final note, the need for a realistic
programming Language for CAMAC should be pointed out,
as any attempt to open such hardware-oriented computing
to an algorithmic approach can only be an improvement
on the current I.M.L. - Fortran - Assembler monopoly in
this field.

St Andrews University 1978
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teb2511:541979thesis.appendixPage1 project-realtime rtrtu departure,_diskstate,_diskdead,_diskalive,_nextmode mode,_endinterval,_nextendint,_change,_nochange yeschange,_diskspot,_lastspot,_mbmbase,_mbdbase,_mon monno,_monyes,_pmdl,_pmd2,_pmd3,_pmd4,_pmd5,_cbbase monstate,_online,_off1ine,_entry,_entryfirst,_rate "entrydead,_entrynorm,_abmindex,_cbmindex pcadc,_lnactive
/ realtimefacilityforunix...thisishousedwithin / aninterruptserviceroutine...itmustruninkernel /alluserinitialisationsmustbemadebeforesetting_ent.ry _rtrtu:/EntryfromInterruptVector/ /bis$1,SR0/enablethememorymanagement jmp*_entry/enterasappropriate.

/title .globl .glob1 .globl .globl .glob1 .globl .globl .globl
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jmp*_departure
/immediateexitfrominterrupt.

_entrynorm
mov

mov mov mov mov mov

rO,rsO
r1,rs1 r2,rs2 r3,rs3 r4,rs4 r5,rs5

/departuresetto"rti". / savethegeneralregisters.
/(r0-r5only).

jsr

pc,chron

/

cmp

clock,lastclock
beq

update
bne

clear

/update

:inc

timer
br

ourtick

/clear

:c1r

timer
mov

clock,lastclock
/isclockthesameaslastone? / yes-incrementtimer / no-clearthetimerandreset

ourtick decision skip tickagain
;cmp__mode,$_inactive beqskip

:cmpticker,$1/is bgttickagain
mov _endinterval,ticker

;jmp*_mode :decticker jmp*status

/ismodesetinactive?
/ yes-skip(sample _rate) tickeratendofinterval? /no-waitagain. / sampletick-cleartickerand

/ enteroperate(mode).
/ notasampletick-increment /tickerandentersupervisor.
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/ /operate(mode)/ / /passivezero-actionalternative/ _inactive:jmp*status /endofinactive/

/ano-opoption.

/simulatedcamacpulse-countingandad-conversionmodeswhichare/ /essentiallyidenticalforourpurposes/ pcadc

/gatherdatafromcamac/
jsrpc,camac movr2,datal

jsrpc,camac movr2,data2

/databackinr2(say). / channel-1.
/databackinr2(say). / channel-2.

/ifdisksarereadythenmanipulatediskbufferstorage/
_diskdead _diskalive

testempty empty transfer:
jmp*_diskstate jmp*_monstate movadbpt,r2

tstoffset bnetransfer

byorderof

/aliveordead? / nottobeused
/thesupervisor.

/loadbaseaddressoftheactive /diskbuffer(fillingone). /teststartofanewbuffer?
/ no-addtothebuffer.

movnowtime,inheader/settime-innewbuffer, movdatal,(r2)+/adddatatobuffer(channel-1).



Feb2511:541979thesis.appendixPage4 movdata2,(r2)+/adddatatobuffer(channel-2) raovr2,adbpt add$2,offset/updateoffsettonewvalue. cmpoffset,$WORDBUFFER/isbufferfull? bitnextbit/notyet-nextbit.
cmpdump,$okdump/nowfull-isdiskready? beqnextbit/diskready-goaheadnow. mov$_diskdead,_diskstate/diskbusy!wait-should /bereactivatedwhenready.

nextbit:jmp*_monstate/updatethemonitoraccif _online. /updatemonitoraccumulator/
_online!

:mov

$accbase,r2

/

loadbaseaddressofacc.
cmp

$0,(r2)

/

isaccumulatorempty?
bne

missfirst

/

alreadyinuse,skip1stfield.
timein:
mov

nowtime,(r2)

/

puttime-ininfirstfieldnow.
missfirst:
i nc

r2;incr2

/ manuallyincrement(skip)by
inc

(r2)+

/

updatecountplus1,advance.
data.:

add

datal,(r2)+

/

addfirstchannel(3rdfield).
add

data2,(r2)+

/

addsecondchannel(4thfield).
_off1ine:

jmp

*status

/ exitfromoperate(mode).
/endofthe

activedataaquisition
section(_pcadc)/

opout:
jmp

*status

/ statussection.

/endofoperate(mode)/
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/ /supervisor/ / running:/normaloperationalstatus/ /callsonchange;dump;andmoninsequence/ jmp*_change/enterthefirststageinchain.

tracing:/faultfindingandrectification/ jrap*activity/enterasappropriate.
/endofsupervisor/ / /changeofmodesection/ /

nochange yescliange
jmp*dump cmpoffset,$0

beqexchange cmpdump,$okdump beqnewdump jmp*dump

/ nochange-enterdumpsection. /isrelicoffsetzero?
/ yes-changecangoaheadnow. /no-notreadyforchangeof / mode,teststateofdumppointer /if"ok"thenstartnewdumpof / relic,otherwiseenterasreqd.

exchange

inov

nextmode,_raode

/ changetonewmode(ifnecessary)



Feb2511:541979thesis.appendix.Page6 mov _nextendint,endinterval/changetonewrate(ifnecessary).
mov

$cbmbase,r2

/

messagesetting:base
in

r2.

mov

$NEWMODE,r3

/

"newmodeis..."

jsr

pc.message
mov

$acrabase,r2

/

messagesetting:base
in

r2.

mov

$NEWMODE,r3

/

"newmodeis..."

jsr

pc,message
mov$_cbbase,r3

mov$cbmbase,r4 movr4,r2 add(r4),r2
1:mov(r4)+,(r3)+ cpipr4,r2 blelb clrcbmbase/resetmessagecountertozero mov$_nochange,_change/clearchangepointerafterchange, jmp*dump/enterdiskmanagement.

/endofchangeofmodesection/ / /diskdumptransferandcontrolsection/ /

/.... okdump:cmpoffset,$WORDBUFFER/isbufferfullyet? bgenewdump/yes-swapbuffersnow.
deaddump:jmp*_mon/no-servicemonitornext.
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adb use2

/findthecurrentactivebuffer
mov$dbase1,adbpt/setnolactivethensetno2to mov$dbuf2,pdbuffer/startofcorefordumpingof /theentirepassivebuffer,

brfillheader/getthatbufferreadytodump mov$dbase2,adbpt/setno2activethensetnolto mov$dbufl,pdbuffer/startofcorefordumpingof /theentirepassivebuffer,
brfillheader/<redundant>

fillheader:
comadb movpdbuffer,r2

/(ie

movinheader,(r2)+ movnowtime,(r2)+ movoffset,offheader movoffset,(r2)+ clroffset mov _inode,(r2)+

/loadthecontentsofpdbuffer addressofbaseofdump). /loadtime-ininheaderfield. /loadtime-outinheaderfield./ noofentriesinthebuffer(in / words)isplacedinheaderfield / andisthenclearedtorestart. / recordthemodeinheaderfield
mov$_diskalive,_diskstate/reinitialisediskbuffering, mov$3,execute/permit3dumps(simpleway).

reposition:inc _diskspot mov _diskspot,r4
bic$!17,r4 cmp$14,r4 bneolddump

/ selectnewareaondatadisk,
/issectornowatno12? / positionisok-goahead.

add$4,_diskspot mov _diskspot,r4

/forcesectortono16(decimal)
/tocauseoverflowtoupperbits / whilealsoclearingsectorto0.
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mov

$acmbase,r2
mov

$DISKFULL,r3
jsr

pc,message
mov

$cbmbase,r2
mov

$DISKFULL,r3
jsr

pc.message
mov$_diskdead,_diskstate mov$deaddump,dump bic$17777,_diskspot

jmp*_mon
olddump:bit

bne mov mov jmp

a11empt:bit
bne mov mov jmp

testtime:dec
cmp

RKDS,$200 attempt $tracing,status $error,activity *mon RKCS,$200 tes11.ime $tracing,status $error,activity *_mo.n execute execute,$0

8

/testexistenceofnewcylinder? / positionisok-goahead. message"diskfull..." message"diskfull..." /killdiskbuffermanipulation. / setdiskmanagementtoneutral.
/ resettostartofsamedisk. / exit(nowinbackup). /testbit7ofRKDS

/driveisready-trytostart. / notready-whynot? / exitbymon.
/testbit7ofRKCS... / controlready-istimeavailable /forafulldump? / notready-whynot? / exitbymon.
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/ yestime-startthedump,
/....simpletechnique....

mov mov
jmp

initiate

$tracing,status $crash,activity *mon

/ nottime-takeactionto / recover(killthedisks!) / exitbymon.

add$WORDHEADER,offheader/addsizeofheadertothe negoffheader
movoffheader,RKWC movpdbuffer,RKBA

/lengthofoffset(words). /takeIscomplementoftotal /lengthofrecordfordump.
/loadthisintorkwc. /loadRKBAwithpassivebase.

mov _diskspot,RKDA
/loadRKDAwithdiskposition.

bic$17,RKCS bis$2,RKCS bis$1,RKCS

/ clearRKCS(0-3)(17octal) /loadwriteintoRKCS
/loadgointoRKCS

/transferhasnowbeeninitiated/
endinitiate:mov$waitdump,dump

/ setdumptowaitdump.
jmp*_mon

/ exitbymon.

waitdump:bitRKCS,$200 bnefinished
notdone:jmp*_mon finished:bitRKCS,$100000 bneolddump

oktransfer:mov$okdump,dump jmp*_mon

/testcontrolreadyfordone?
/dumpcompleted-checkok? / notdoneyet-exitbymon.

/testmastererrorbitset? /transfererror-tryagain. /setdumppointerbacktook. / exitbymon.
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:/monitorrequires /theaccumulator/ mov$accbase,r2 raov$_mbdbase,r3
mov(r2),(r3)+ clr(r2)+

mov(r2),(r3)+ c1r(r2)+ mov(r2),(r3)+ clr(r2)+ mov(r2),(r3)+
clr(r2) movnowtime,(r3)

mov$_mbmbase,r3 mov$acmbase,r4 movr4,r2 add(r4),r2
:mov(r4)+,(r3)+ cmpr4,r2

bleshift clracmbase

datatransfer,setitsbufferfrom/ /loadacc.baseintor2 /loadm-bufferdatabaseintor3
/transferitime / clearandadvance.

/transfercount. / clearandadvance.
,/transferchannel-1. / clearandadvance. /transferchannel-2.

/ cleartofinishoff. /transfertime-out.
/loadm-buffermessbaseintor3

/loadbaseofacc-messareator4 /transfercounterinitialised.
/transfer.

/allmessagesshifted? / someleftsogoroundagain.
/ resetmessagecountertozero.

mov$_monno,_mon/enabletransfertomonitor, jmpsystem/<redundant>



Feb2511:541979thesis.appendixPage11 _raonno:jmpsystem/exitviahousekeeping, /endofmonitormanagementsection/ / /supervisortracing(activity)section/ /. error:/first _entryoneachfaultdetection/ mov$acmbase,r2
mov$FAULT,r3/message:"fault..(bell)"

jsrpc,message bit

RKCS,$100000

/

testmastererrorset?
beq

nofault

/

faultgone-returnok.
bit

RKCS,$200

/

testcontrolreadyinRKCS?
bne

ready
mov

$crash,activity

/

cannotsendcontrolreset!!
jmp

*_mon

/ exitviamon.

bic

$17,RKCS

/

clearRKCS(0-3)(17octal).
bis

$0,RKCS

/

loadcontrolresetintoRKCS.
bis

$1,RKCS

/

loadgointoRKCS.

/controlresethasbeen
sent/

mov

^recovery,activity
/

waitforthistotakeeffect.
jmp

*_mon

/ exitviamon.

nofault

mov^running,status jmp*__mon

/faultgone-resumework. /exitviamon.
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recovery

/subsequententriesuntilokorcrash/
ok

bitRKCS,$100000
bnestillfault

:mov$4000.,delay mov$running,status jmp*_mon

/testerrorbitofRKCS.
/ stillset-decideaction. / resetcontrolreadytimeout.

/ errorcleared-resume. / exitviarnon.

stillfault:sub _rate,delay cmpdelay,$0 b1esuicide jmp*_

/ notworthwaitinganylonger /asthecontrolresetdidnot
/haveanyeffect-killdisks.

mon

suicide

mov$4000.,delay mov$crash,activity jmp*_mon

/ resetcontrolresettimeout.
crash

/cannotmaintaindiskoperations/ mov$_diskdead,_diskstate/disablediskbuffering.
mov$deaddump,dump

/disablediskmanagement.
mov$acmbase,r2

mov$CRASHED,r3 jsrpc,message

/ message:"crash

pmdump

movRKDS,_pmdl movRKF.R,_pmd2
/RKDS /RKER
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/RKCS /RKBA

/RKDA

movRKCS,_pmd3 novRKBA,_pmd4
movRKDA,_pmd5 mov$running,statu8*/

/

/back-up

jmp*_mon

resetstatustorunningbut itwillresumewithonlya service(monitor).

/endoftracingactivitysection/ /
/ /

subroutine

message

message:mov(r2),r4 cmp$30.,r4 bleIf addr2,r4 incr4;incr4
movr3,(r4) add$2,(r2)

1:rtspc

/incrementrelevantindex.
/ismessagebufferfull? / nospaceleft-abort.

/ putm(r3)inbase(2)+offset(4) / return.

/ /mainentrance(firsttimein)initialisations/ / _entryfirst:movr0,rs0 movr1,rsl movr2,rs2 movr3,rs3 movr4,rs4
movr5,rs5
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mov$_entrynorm,_entry/reset _entrytooperational, mov$_inactive,_mode/setinitialmodetono-ops. mov$_inactive,_nextmode/setnextmodestorelocation, mov$_nochange,_change/setnochangesrequired, mov$_monno,_mon/setnoserviceformonitor, mov$okdump,dur.ip/setdiskdrivestoneutral, mov$_diskdead,_diskstate/disablediskmanagement /thismustbeenabledbyuser,
mov$_off1ine,_monstate/disableoperationsonthedata / areaofacc.enabledbyuser,

mov$running,status/setsupervisortorunning.
clradb/setdiskbufferindicatorto0. clr _abmindex

clr _cbmindex clrnowtime/simulation
mov$4000.,delay/timeout(microsecs)forc.r. clroffset

raov$101.,number/simulation/ clrdatal;clrdata2;/clearchannels/ clrticker rnov$acmbase,r2 mov$[acmbase+BYTEMMBUFF],r3 clr(r2)+ cmpr2,r3
bitlb mov$cbmbase,r2

mov$[cbmbase+BYTECBUFF],r3
1:clr(r2)+ cmpr2,r3

bitlb
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mov$acmbase,r2 mov$RTU0N,r3 jsrpc,message

/ message:"rtuison•••''
endfirst:jmpsystem

/immediateexitfrominterrupt.
/mainexitfromallroutes /

-restoremachineregisters/
system

mov mov mov mov mov mov

rsO,r0 rs1,r1 rs2,r2 rs3,r3 rs4,r4 rs5,r5

/return

jmp*_departure RTI

/ relinquishtheprocessor
return:

rtspc/simulatedexit/
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77400 77402 77404 77410 77412 77406

SRO=177572

rk-11drivestatus errorstatus controlandstatus transferbase(core) transferbase(disk) wordcount
kt-11statusregisterfor memorymanagement.

/specialinstruction/ RTT=2/"returnfromtrap". /pseudo-constants/ BYTEHEADER=20. BYTEBUFFER=480. BYTECBUFF=32. BYTEMDBUFF=50. BYTEACC=50. BYTEMMBUFF=32.

decimal(bytes)



Feb2511:541979thesis.appendixPage17 WORDHEADER=BYTEHEADER\/2/setheaderInwords(decimal). WORDBUFFER=BYTEBUFFER\/2/setbufferinwords(decimal). /messagecodes/ NEWMODE=1. DISKFULL=2. FAULT=3. CRASHED=4. RTUON=5.
//

.even .data _entry: _entrydead _departure:return
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.bss

/setupthevariousdatalocationsandpointers/
datal data2 status _mon activity dump number _change diskstate

_monstate _mode nowtime outheader inheader _diskspot _1astspot offheader adbbase pdbuffer _cbmindex _abmindex clock lastclock timer ticker _end.interval _nextendint: _nextmode: delay: _rate: execute:

+2 +2 +2
.+2 +2 +2 +2

.+2 .+2 .+2 .+2 +2 +2 +2
.+2 .+2 +2 +2 +2

.+2 .+2 +2 +2 +2 +2
.+2 .+2 .+2 +2

.+2 +2



Feb2511:541979thesis.appendixPage19 offset:.=.+2 adbpt:.=.+2 adb:.=.+2 rsO:.=.+2 rsl:.=.+2 rs2:.=.+2 rs3:.=.+2 rs4:.=.+2 rs5:.=.+2 /setupthevariousbufferspaces/
accbase

acmbase _mbdbase _pmd1 _pmd2 _pmd3 _pmd4 _pmd5 _mbmbase _cbbase cbmbase

+BYTEACC +BYTEMMBUFF
,+BYTEMDBUFF ,+2 ,+2 ,+2 ,+2 .+2 .+BYTEMMBUFF .+BYTECBUFF +BYTECBUFF

/ accumulatorbufferspace. / acc.messagestoragearea. / monitorbufferdataspace.
/ reservespaceforpostmortem /dumpofregistercontents(it /isconcatenatedwithm-buffer) / monitorbuffermessagearea / changebuffermessagespace.

/ changemessagestoragearea.
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+BYTEHEADER +BYTEBUFFER

/ reservespaceforheader,this /isconcatenatedwithdataarea
/toform"diskbuffer-1",

spacel dbuf2 dbase2 space2

+4 +BYTEHEADER +BYTEBUFFER +4

/ reservespaceforheader,this /Isconcatenatedwithdataarea
/toform"diskbuffer-2"




